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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, German microbiologist Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi sifts through the facts and Jctions of

the coronavirus pandemic. Together with Karina Reiss, Ph.D., he’s written two books on this subject,

starting with “Corona False Alarm? Facts and Figures,” published in October 2020, followed by

“Corona Unmasked: New Facts and Figures.”

The second book is currently only available in German, but you can download a free chapter of

“Corona Unmasked” in English on FiveDoves.com.

Bhakdi’s Medical Credentials

Bhakdi graduated from medical school in Germany in 1970. After a year of clinical work, he joined

the Max Planck Institute of Immunobiology, where he remained for four years as a post-doc.

There, he also began researching immunology. Eventually, he ended up chairing the department of

medical, microbiology and hygiene at the University of Mainz, where he worked for 22 years until

his retirement nine years ago. During that time, Bhakdi also worked on vaccine development, and

says he’s “certainly pro-vax with regards to the vaccinations that work and that are meaningful.”

Much of his research focused on what’s called the complement system. When activated, the

complement system ends up working in such a way that it destroys rather than aids your cells.

Interestingly enough, SARS-CoV-2 uses this very system to its advantage, turning your immune

system toward a path of self-destruction.

The same self-destructive path also appears to be activated by the COVID shots, which is part of

why Bhakdi believes they are the greatest threat humanity has ever faced. “It is our duty to

aggressively inform people about the dangers that they are subjecting themselves and their loved

ones to by this ‘vaccination,’” he says.

How Effective Are the COVID Shots?

While the COVID injections have been characterized as being somewhere around 95% effective

against SARS-CoV-2 infection, this claim is the product of statistical obfuscation. In short, they’ve

con_ated relative risk reduction and absolute risk reduction. The absolute risk reduction is actually

right around 1% for all currently available COVID shots.

In "Outcome Reporting Bias in COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine Clinical Trials"  Ron Brown, Ph.D.

calculates the absolute risk reduction for PJzer’s and Moderna’s injections, based on their own

clinical trial data, so that they can be compared to the relative risk reduction reported by these

companies. Here’s a summary of his Jndings:

PJzer/BioNTech vaccine BNT162b2 — Relative risk reduction: 95.1%. Absolute risk reduction:

0.7%

Moderna vaccine mRNA-1273 — Relative risk reduction: 94.1%. Absolute risk reduction 1.1%

In a July 1, 2021, commentary in The Lancet Microbe,  Piero Olliaro, Els Torreele and Michel Vaillant

also argue for the use of absolute risk reduction when discussing vaccine eicacy with the public.

They too went through the calculations, coming up with the following:

PJzer/BioNTech — Relative risk reduction: 95%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.84%

Moderna — Relative risk reduction: 94%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2%

Gamaleya (Sputnik V) — Relative risk reduction: 91%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.93%

Johnson & Johnson — Relative risk reduction: 67%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2%

AstraZeneca/Oxford — Relative risk reduction: 67%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.3%

What Kind of Protection Do the COVID Shots Provide?

Aside from providing insigniJcant protection in terms of your absolute risk reduction, it’s important

to realize that they do not provide immunity. All they can do is reduce the severity of the symptoms

of infection. According to Bhakdi, they fail even at this.

“They showed absolutely zero [bene4t in the clinical trials],” he says. “This is the

ridiculousness. People don't understand that they're being fooled and have been fooled all

along. Let's take the one of these P4zer trials: 20,000 healthy people were vaccinated and

another 20,000 people were not vaccinated.

And then they observed, over a period of 12 weeks or so, how many cases they found in the

vaccinated group and how many cases they found the non-vaccinated. What they found

was that less than 1% of the vaccinated group got COVID-19 and less than 1% in the non-

vaccinated group also got COVID-19.

The difference was 0.8 to 0.1%, which is nothing, considering the fact that they were not

even looking at severe cases. They were looking at people with a positive PCR test — which

as we all now know is worthless — plus one symptom, which could be cough or fever.

That is not a severe case of COVID-19. Any vaccination that is going to get authorized must

be shown to protect against severe illness and death, and this has de4nitely not been

shown. So, forget authorization. It can't be authorized, not by any normal means.

Now [the COVID injections do not have] full authorization, it's an emergency authorization,

which again is absolute bullshit, since we know the infection fatality rate of this disease or

virus is not greater than that of seasonal Xu. John Ioannidis has published these numbers,

which have never been contested by anyone in the world and cannot be contested.

If you are under 70 years of age and have no severe preexisting illness, you can hardly die

[from SARS-CoV-2 infection]. So, there is no fatality rate that can be reduced.

And for people who are elderly and have preexisting illness, as we know from Dr. Peter

McCullough and his colleagues' work, there are very good means and medicines to treat

this virus so that the fatality rates go down another 70 to 80%, which means there is no

ground for emergency use whatsoever.

This means the FDA should be able to be forced to retract this emergency use

authorization — unless they are in league with whoever wants to do this.”

I neglected to follow-up on his comment about 40,000 people being equally divided between the

injection and no injection groups in the COVID injection trials. A few months ago, they actually

abandoned the non-injection arm of the trial, so no there is no control group anymore.

The justiJcation was that the injection was too important to deny it to the control group. It’s just

another sneaky way to skirt around reporting all the adverse effects occurring in the injection

group.

That said, it’s worth repeating that the FDA can only grant emergency use authorization for a

pandemic drug or vaccine if there’s no safe and effective preexisting treatment or alternative. Since

there are several such alternatives, the FDA is legally required to revoke the emergency

authorization for these shots.

Evidence of Increased Infection Risk After Injection

Presently, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention claims some 95% of SARS-CoV-2

infections resulting in hospitalization are occurring among the unvaccinated. This too is a

statistical Jction, as they’re using data from January through June 2021, when most of the

American public were unvaccinated.

Looking at more recent data, we’re Jnding that the majority of severe cases and hospitalizations

are actually occurring among those that received the COVID jab. Unfortunately, as noted by Bhakdi:

“It's all manipulated. And, if someone wants to manipulate something and are in a position

to then propagate it, you have no chance of analyzing it and telling people because we have

no voice in this affair. When we stand up and tell people this, they just turn around and say

that's not the truth.”

Disturbingly, we’re now starting to see the Jrst indications of antibody-dependent enhancement

(ADE), which many scientists were concerned about from the very beginning. India, for example,

where 10% of the population has been “vaccinated,” is now seeing very severe cases of COVID-19.

Bhakdi says:

“What we're witnessing in India and probably also in Israel is the immune dependent

enhancement of disease … It's bound to happen. So, the people who are getting vaccinated

now have to be fearful of the next wave of genuine infections, whether it's [SARS-CoV-2

variants] or any other coronaviruses, because they're all related and they will all be subject

to immune dependent enhancement, obviously.”

Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE), or paradoxical immune enhancement (PIE) refers to a

condition where the vaccination results in the complete opposite of what you’re looking for. Rather

than protect against the infection, the vaccine augments and worsens the infection.

ADE can occur through more than one mechanism, and Bhakdi is of the opinion that the

enhancement is primarily due to over-reactive killer lymphocytes and secondary complement

activation, both of which cause severe damage.

Antibodies Versus Lymphocytes

Bhakdi explains:

“There are two major arms of defense against viral infection. One is the antibodies that, if

they are present, may prevent the virus from entering your cells. These are so-called

neutralizing antibodies, which the vaccination is supposed to [produce].

But the antibodies are not at the place that they are needed, which is on the surface of the

airway epithelium. They are in the blood, but not at the surface of the epithelium where the

virus arrives. The second arm of immune defense then comes into play, and these are the

lymphocytes.

There are different types of lymphocytes and I will simplify matters by saying the important

lymphocytes are the so-called killer lymphocytes that sense whenever a virus product is

being produced in the cell. They will then destroy the cells that harbor the virus and thus

the factory is closed and you get well again.

That is the mechanism for how we can survive viral infections of the lung, and this happens

all the time. So, the lymphocytes, in contrast to the antibodies, recognize many, many, many

parts of the proteins. So, if a virus changes a little bit, it doesn't matter, because the waste

products that are recognized by the killer lymphocytes remain very similar.

That is why all of us, and this is now known, all of us have memory lymphocytes in our

lymph nodes and lymphoid organs that are trained to recognize these coronaviruses. And

whether or not a mutant is there, it doesn't really matter, because they will recognize a

mutant or variant.”

According to Bhakdi, coronaviruses can only undergo point mutations, meaning only one nucleotide

at a time can be changed. The in_uenza virus, meanwhile, can undergo more radical mutations. For

example, a _u virus can completely change its spike protein by swapping spike proteins with

another virus that is simultaneously present.

This sort of shift is not possible with coronaviruses. Therefore, you will never have leaps in

antigenic changes either for antibodies or for T-cell killer lymphocytes. That’s why the background

immunity that evolves during the lifetime of a human being is very broad and solid.

Natural Immunity Is Far Superior to Vaccine-Induced Immunity

One of the most egregious nulliJcations of medical scientiJc truth is the claim that COVID

“vaccination” confers superior protection compared than the natural immunity you get after you’ve

been exposed to the virus and recover. The reality is that natural immunity is inJnitely more

superior to the vaccine-induced protection you get from these shots, which is both narrow and

temporary.

The COVID shot produces antibodies against just one of the viral proteins, the spike protein,

whereas natural immunity produces antibodies against all parts of the virus, plus memory T cells.

As noted by Bhakdi:

“The very fact that the World Health Organization has changed the de4nition of herd

immunity … is such a scandal. I'm at a loss of words to describe how ridiculous I 4nd this

all, that this is being accepted by our colleagues. How can the physicians and scientists of

the world bear to listen to all this nonsense?”

How the COVID Shot Causes Damage

As explained by Bhakdi, when you get a COVID shot, genetic instructions are being injected into

your deltoid muscle. Muscle drains into your lymph nodes, which in turn can enter your

bloodstream. There may also be direct translocation from the muscle into smaller blood vessels.

Animal data submitted by PJzer to Japanese authorities show the mRNA appeared within the blood

within one or two hours of injection. The rapidity of it suggests the nano particles are translocated

from the muscle directly into the blood, bypassing the lymph nodes.

“ Even microclots that don’t completely block the
blood vessel can have serious ramifications. You
can check for presence of microclots by performing
a D-dimer blood test. If your D-dimer is elevated,
you have clotting somewhere in your body.”

Once inside your bloodstream, the genetic instructions are delivered to the cells available, namely

your endothelial cells. These are the cells that line your blood vessels. These cells then start

producing spike protein, as per the mRNA instructions. As the name implies, the spike protein looks

like a sharp spike protruding from the cell wall, into the bloodstream.

Since they are not supposed to be there, your killer lymphocytes rush to the area, thinking the cells

are infected. The killer lymphocytes attack the cells, which causes damage to the cell wall. This

damage, in turn, provokes clot formation. We’re now seeing evidence that COVID shots are causing

all manner of clotting issues, from microsized clots to massive clots stretching a foot or more in

length.

Of course, when a large enough clot occurs in the heart, you end up with a heart attack. In the brain,

you end up with stroke. But even microclots that don’t completely block the blood vessel can have

serious ramiJcations. You can check for presence of microclots by performing a D-dimer blood

test. If your D-dimer is elevated, you have clotting somewhere in your body.

How Vaccine-Induced Antibodies Can Cause Harm

But that’s not all. The anti-spike protein antibodies can also be harmful. Bhakdi explains:

“The other thing that has now emerged is just as frightening [as the clotting problem]. One

to two weeks after the 4rst jab, you start making antibodies in large amounts.

Now, when the second jab is done, and the spike proteins starts to project from the walls of

your vessels into your bloodstream, it is not only met by the killer lymphocytes, but now the

antibodies are also there and the antibodies activate [the] complement [system].

That was my 4rst 4eld of research. The 4rst cascade system is the clotting system. Turn it

on and the blood will clot. If you turn on the complement system with the antibodies that

bind to your vessel wall, then this complement system will start creating holes in the vessel

wall.

And you see these patients who have bleeding in the skin. Ask, where does that come

from? Well, if you go around riddling your vessels with holes, you [get bleeding]. If the holes

riddle vessels of the liver, or the pancreas or the brain, then the blood will seep through the

vessels into the tissues …

[The COVID injections] are in your bloodstream for at least a week, and they will seep into

any organ. And when those [organ] cells then start to make the spike protein themselves,

then the killer lymphocytes will also seek and destroy them [in that organ, creating more

damage and subsequent clotting].

What we are witnessing is one of the most fascinating experiments that could lead to

massive autoimmune disease. When this will happen, God knows. And what this will lead

to, God knows.”

COVID Jab May Trigger Latent Viruses and Cancer

The COVID jabs can also decimate your lymph nodes, as your lymph nodes are full of lymphocytes

and other immune cells. Some of the lymphocytes will die immediately upon contact, causing

in_ammation.

Cells that don’t die and take up the mRNA and start producing spike protein will be recognized as

virus producers and get attacked by the complement system. It essentially creates a war between

some immune cells against other immune cells. As a result of this attack, your lymph nodes swell

and become painful.

This is a serious problem, as the lymphocytes in your lymph nodes are lifelong sentinels that keep

latent infection such as shingles under control. When they malfunction or are destroyed, these

latent viruses can activate. This is why we’re seeing reports of shingles, lupus, herpes, Epstein-Barr,

tuberculosis and other infections emerge as a side effect of the shots. Of course, certain cancers

can also be affected.

“As we all know, tumors are forming every day in our bodies, but those tumor cells are

recognized by our lymphocytes and then they're snuffed out,” Bhakdi says. “So, I am

worried sick that the world is being goaded into taking something into the body that is

going to change the whole face of medicine.”

Informed Consent Is Virtually Impossible

After giving this issue a great deal of thought, Bhakdi is convinced that the COVID injection

campaign must be stopped.

“Gene-based vaccines are an absolute danger to mankind and their use at present violates

the Nuremberg codex, such that everyone who is propagating their use should be put

before tribunal,” Bhakdi says.

“Especially the vaccination of children is something that is so criminal that I have no words

to express my horror … We are horribly worried that there's going to be an impact on

fertility. And this will be seen in years or decades from now. And this is potentially one of

the greatest crimes, simply one of the greatest crimes imaginable …

As we all know, it is laid down by the Nuremberg codex that in case experiments are to be

conducted in humans, this can only be performed with informed consent.

Informed consent means that the person to be vaccinated has to be informed about all the

risks, the risk bene4t ratios, the potential dangers and what is known about side effects.

This cannot be done with children, because children are not in the position to understand it.

Therefore, they cannot give informed consent. Therefore, they cannot be vaccinated. If

anyone does that, he should be set before a tribunal. If grownups have been informed and

want to get the shot, that's all right. But don't force anyone to get the shot. It has to be by

informed consent only.”

Of course, informed consent is also virtually impossible even for adults, as they’re only given one

side of the story. All side effects and risks are censored virtually everywhere and discussions about

them are banned. The U.S. government is even pushing to criminalize discussion about COVID

injection risks.

Where Do We Go From Here?

If you’ve already gotten one or two shots, there’s nothing you can do about that. Certainly, do not

get a booster, as each booster is undoubtedly going to magnify the damage.

“In the end, I predict that we're going to see mass illnesses and deaths among people who normally

would have wonderful lives ahead of them,” Bhakdi says. The question on people’s minds is, can

anything be done to reverse the damage from these shots? As yet, we do not know.

However, if you have received one or more shots and develop symptoms of an infection, Bhakdi

recommends treatment with hydroxychloroquine and/or ivermectin, such as the Zelenko protocol,

and the MATH+ protocols,  which have proven their effectiveness. It’s important to realize you may

actually be more prone to serious infection, not less.

Nebulized hydrogen peroxide can also be used for prevention and treatment of COVID-19, as

detailed in Dr. David Brownstein’s case paper  and Dr. Thomas Levy’s free e-book, “Rapid Virus

Recovery.” Whichever treatment protocol you use, make sure you begin treatment as soon as

possible, ideally at Jrst onset of symptoms.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of thousands

of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-selling book on

Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,362 ratings

ORDER NOW
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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I'm not afraid of COVID. I'm afraid of government bureaucrats who "sight unseen" purchased millions of doses of a so-called "vaccine" and

now, like an annoyed negligent patent are yelling "I paid a lot of money for that and you're damn well going to take it," and the corporate

marketers selling such via contracts littered with  "pay no matter what happens" clauses, and the busybodies, many of whom are rational

intelligent people, who recognize that they are being abused but have become enamored with their captors due to victim mentality.
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Darzoum
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Hi versatile... as Dr. Mike Yeadon said: "Don't be frightened of the virus, but be terriJed of your government."
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Yes, versatile, high costs produced by the purchase of the vaccines to which we must add the costs derived from the serious

damages of the vaccines Informed consent forms for vaccination, such as the one Walgreens uses, do not provide information or

statistics regarding the Jnancial costs of potential injuries, disabilities, or deaths. They also don't explain the impact on the

family's time, resources, and wealth, including reduced career potential, divorce, or the impact on siblings' education or other

future plans. pandemic.solari.com/family-Jnancial-disclosure-form-for-covid-19-inje..  .

The situation worsens with successive booster doses and as reported by Dr. Mercola a possible COVID and _u mRNA vaccine in

the same vial. Even scientists who opposed offering booster shots to all Americans said the data provided by federal health

oicials was not convincing enough to support the recommendation; some argued that the boosters could lead to more

vaccine-resistant variants. Dr. Hooman Noorchasm, cardiothoracic surgeon and patient safety advocate — who has been

outspoken on the potential harms that may ensue from vaccinating people who have natural immunity to the infection, said:

“The FDA and CDC have been ignoring the reality that indiscriminate vaccination of recently or asymptomatically COVID-19

infected persons has caused totally avoidable harm to a non-negligible number of Americans.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/scientists-booster-shots-weak-evid..  (08/20/21)
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The dramatic thing is that vaccine manufacturers reap great beneJts, but do not bear the risks associated with vaccines. As

reported by Dr. Mercola, Countries purchasing PJzer's COVID-19 vaccine should recognize that "PJzer's efforts to develop and

manufacture the product" are "subject to signiJcant risks and uncertainties." Buyers must also “indemnify, defend and hold PJzer

harmless from and against each and every one of the lawsuits, claims, actions, losses, damages, liabilities, settlements, penalties,

Jnes, costs and expenses, arising out of, related to with or as a result of the vaccine. "Although COVID-19 vaccines can be

received" free "in the United States and in most countries, taxpayer dollars pay for them at a rate of $ 19.50 per dose in the United

States. .

In the United States, vaccine manufacturers already enjoy full compensation against injuries from this or any other pandemic

vaccine under the PREP Act. If you are injured by a COVID vaccine (or a select group of other vaccines designated under the law),

you will need to Jle a claim for compensation with the Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP), which is funded by

taxpayers of United States through Congressional appropriation to the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). HOW

MANY PEOPLE WILL SUFFER SERIOUS DAMAGES IN THE FUTURE AND WILL NEVER BE COMPENSATED?. These people will have

to pay for the diseases caused by vaccines or all citizens will pay for it.
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charliesg
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Yes. It’s hard to believe how this is transpiring right in front of our eyes. It was heartening to see the people in France marching in

the streets in protest. When will the US begin its lawful right to peaceful and lawful protests against what is happening!  People

have to choose between feeding their families or getting the shot because private companies and even government institutions

are requiring the jab. I won’t call it the vaccine because it doesn’t work. Children are getting the shot despite the fact they are

hardly at risk. They are being pressured into it by the media, the brainwashed public, doctors are beginning to refuse to treat

patients unless they get the jab. If there are any peaceful marches in my area I want to be there and wish people would do this, at

least those of us who are aware.
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Microbiologist Explains COVID Jab Effects
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

The FDA can only grant emergency use authorization for a pandemic drug or vaccine if there’s no safe and effective preexisting treatment or

alternative. Since there are several such alternatives, the FDA is legally required to revoke the emergency authorization for these shots

*

While the COVID injections have been characterized as being somewhere around 95% effective against SARS-CoV-2 infection, this is the

relative risk reduction, which tells you very little about its usefulness. The absolute risk reduction is only around 1% for all currently available

COVID shots

*

Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) refers to a condition where the vaccination augments your risk of serious infection. We are now

starting to see evidence that ADE is occurring in the vaccinated population

*

One of the most common side effects of the COVID shots is abnormal blood clotting, which can result in strokes and heart attacks*

Even microclots that don’t completely block the blood vessel can have serious ramiJcations. You can check for presence of microclots by

performing a D-dimer blood test. If your D-dimer is elevated, you have clotting somewhere in your body

*
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steelj
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Rational and intelligent?  The busybodies are the exact opposite of rational and intelligent.  Except those who know better but lie to

push their agenda.  Many of them are plenty rational and intelligent, but evil.
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"Moderna’s stellar rise continues with revenues of $4.4bn in Q2"
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ScanKat
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Indeed. However I don't know how we can be surprised. This entire event was contused to exert control and power over humanity

and it is working like a charm because so many have become domesticated brainwashed sheep. We have  allowed the federal

government to grow out of control. They do nothing for us but make life harder and  more expensive. They waste our money and

blatantly ignore their own laws and our Constitution and Bill of Rights. The Bill of Rights was the one thing that held the US

together. When the two parties ignore it and you have a 4th branch of Government made up of the FBI, CIA, CDC, FDA, HSS, FCC,

EPA running amok and doing NOTHING to protect us from the two companies running the Earth: Blackrock and Van Guard what do

you get? The most corrupt manmade public health crisis in history.  By the way, show me the isolated virus if you please.
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I have a 99.6% chance of surviving Covid. I'll bet my odds of surviving this medical dictatorship with its Mengele experiments are

much lower. And even if I live it won't be a good life.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM
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Versatile, you explain the dynamics based upon human _aws and though true, use caution that it is covering up what is far beyond

human in the form of real diabolical evil that has been discussed in Mercola comments, so without repeating it here, I shift to my

preparedness perspective.

I prepare for the harsh times to come and try to envision what that might entail to best prepare.  Before this lemmings running off

the cliff to get their magical so called "vaccine" of their faith in altruism of elitists and "consensus science" (not science) and works

of man which is idolatry and mass psychosis with cult characteristics, I thought I would have to deal with this sort of people who

tell me now regarding my preparedness that I am a kook, but IF something bad happens they know to come to me to "demand their

fair share." But now, I see this sort of people will have removed themselves from the population likely before that by their

unintentional participation in reduction of the world population to less than Jve hundred million. I have a lot more to say about this,

but will see in these comments if the wisdom I see displayed here includes insights into our next challenges we will have after not

falling for the Jrst trap.

I understand that many will not want to be identiJed for knowing what they know.  Also, we have concerns that Mercola.com

articles and comments disappear after 48 hours or perhaps all gone one day, so many of us are participating in backup

communications.  We want to put the full archive of Mercola.com including comments onto solid state drives to distribute.   Many

of us decided to keep in touch with a long list of emails and we click reply all.  I have done this for years with political activist

friends and it has the advantage of no one having control nor being able to censor or ban.  For these reasons, I give you my real

name and contact information: Ronald H Levine   :) 172 West 9400 South, Sandy, Utah 84070-2633;

RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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The standard medical system has been weaponized against people like us. They represent govt which has become nothing more

than the long arm of industry--in this case, the pharmaceutical industry. Be clear, that they do not have your best interest at heart.

Licensed medical practitioners are no longer being allowed to practice with impunity. This started to change drastically back when

electronic records were being introduced. At that time already, I could read the writing on the wall about things to come. The

reason I did not renew my dept of health licenses was because I was asked to format patient information and make it available to

the state 24/7. I believed some things are private between a practitioner and client. People chose me because they felt they could

trust me and I would not violate their trust.  I quit taking new patients and was fortunately able to help those I was still seeing heal.

I had time (my foresight) to close out my practice in a very orderly manner. At the same time, I spent extra time teaching people to

take care of themselves so they would no longer need my services.

Many are now in a position to also help others. Often people with the same conditions end up Jnding each other... so for each

person I educated, they are now able to help many others. This has been part of my resistance to the standard medical system that

sees patients as proJt units to be mined. You can no longer trust the system. Do what you can to extricate yourself from reliance

on it. Dependency is not a good thing... esp. when it comes at the price of your integrity.  We are more and more on our own. Resist

because you must. Do not base your decisions on fear. Rise above. Many people before us have also had to be self-reliant. You are

choosing a value system and way of life that protects your health. Do what you can to minimize your expenses and live on less.

Avoid a disposable mindset always buying new. Do what you can to prepare while you still can. Time is short.
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har1272
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Here are several government studied safe and effective treatments.  Why are they being ignored?

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33278625  And especially this one from Berkeley: newscenter.lbl.gov/.../inescapable-covid19-antibody
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HAR1272... Why? I think part of the answers are found in the research.  The Jrst paper, which can be seen in full here:

doi.org/.../j.ijid.2020.11.191  Clearly states "The authors declare that there are no known competing Jnancial interests or personal

relationships that could have appeared to in_uence the work described in this paper."  I mean, how credible can your science be if

you have no competing interests or Jnancial relationships to in_uence the work? (he said sarcastically).

And the Berkley study? It's pretty clear that PJzer and Moderna have full control of the market, so the only way to promote such a

solution - or others like the well publicized (and summarily ingored) Isreal solution, is simply that you can't sell them to PJzer or

Moderna. They have a top seller and any cure would destroy their market. COVID cures are forbidden. How forbidden? Cured is no

even deJned for COVID-19.  to your health, tracy
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"When the two parties ignore it and you have a 4th branch of Government made up of the FBI, CIA, CDC, FDA, HSS, FCC, EPA

running amok and doing NOTHING to protect us from the two companies running the Earth:..."  The marriage of government and

corporate is now completed.
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM
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Sometimes I ask myself, how many times do we have to go over the same types of material?  How many times do we have to prove this

case?  We know about the fraudulent use of the PCR, the statistical sleight-of-hand pharma used to materialize unreal percentages of

eicacy, the blatant suppression of viable therapies in order to achieve Emergency Use Authorization, the insistence on calling these

experimental shots “vaccines” so pharma could cower behind their precious immunity from legal liability, the superiority of natural

immunity, the terrible risk-to-reward ratio for huge portions of the population to take these shots, the myocarditis, Bell’s palsy, clotting,

death, etc. etc.

But then I’m reminded that, while these facts may be common knowledge in forums such as this one, they are not common knowledge in

the population at large.  As much as I want to call them “zombies” or “clueless” or whatever—and have even angrily given-in to those

urges—these are our fellow citizens… neighbors, friends and family… our fellow human beings.  Even when they attack us, it is done out of

ignorance; they have the wrong information.  If I held the same false pictures in my mind, I might be saying and doing the same things,

thinking I was protecting my family and thinking the “anti-vaxxers are killers,” or some other nonsense.  They are the victims of a crime…

criminal levels of disinformation and a global psyop.  Part of that psyop is “divide & conquer,” to get all of us Jghting each other while the

criminals continue to operate in the dark.  That makes this, among other things, an “information war,” so I’m glad Dr. Mercola, Dr. Bhakti

and others continue to beat the drum of truth; the need for that surely hasn’t gone away.
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Guillermou
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Yes, DAVID, people must get out of the hypnotism and lies of the globalist elite that need tyranny to achieve the culmination of this

plot that is using this false pandemic as a fundamental vehicle to achieve the total domination of humanity with the Great Reset.

We need independent journalists to expose the true dangers for covid vaccines and for scientists to tell the truth and stop the killer

vaccine. In the link some of the facts Kennedy said are being misreported or hidden under the rug: Children’s Health Defense (CHD)

Chairman Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. this week called on mainstream media to investigate and report on the many issues central to the

COVID crisis that have been mischaracterized or suppressed. Kennedy said:

“The cornerstone of any democratic society is freedom. The people of this country should have free speech and the freedom to

decide what medical interventions they do or don’t want. Never in our nation’s history have those freedoms been as threatened as

they are today.” Kennedy added: “Where is the outcry against this travesty from our leaders and the media? It’s time for the media

and the public to break free from the Pharma-backed vaccine paradigm and instead embrace the liberty upon which this country

was founded.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-report-truth-about-covid-va..  (20/08/21)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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57 TOP SCIENTISTS AND DOCTORS RELEASE SHOCKING STUDY ON COVID VACCINES AND DEMAND IMMEDIATE STOP TO ALL

VACCINATIONS A group of 57 leading scientists, physicians and policy experts have released a report questioning the safety and

eicacy of current COVID-19 vaccines and are now calling for an immediate end to all vaccine programs. There are two certainties

regarding the global distribution of Covid-19 vaccines. The Jrst is that governments and the vast majority of the mainstream

media are pushing hard for these experimental drugs to reach as many people as possible. The second is that those who are

willing to face the contempt that comes with asking serious questions about vaccines are critical players in our ongoing effort to

spread the truth.

Most people simply follow the orders of the governments of the world, as if they have earned our complete trust. These scientists

have not. This manuscript is a step forward in terms of responsibility and free _ow of information on this crucial topic. Take the

time to read it and share it widely. assets-global.website-Jles.com/606d3dece4ec3c3866cc798a/60a5fefe3fe8d..  . Citing

well-documented damage and a lack of long-term safety evidence, America's front-line physicians Jled a motion in the U.S. District

Court for the Northern District of Alabama requesting a temporary restraining order against Authorization for the emergency use

of COVID vaccines in adolescents and children under sixteen.

americasfrontlinedoctors.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Doc-10-Origina..   americasfrontlinedoctors.org/.../simonegold
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM
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Thank you for raising those thoughts that appear when fatigue occurs to explain the same thing in a thousand ways and Jnd the

most appropriate ways so that without feeling any pressure, it can be achieved that "understand" ... and decide to save yourself

from the puncture, which in short It is the minimum to achieve! I was re_ecting on these same things as you. note, from a few days

ago. Maybe you be right and persistence is the secret of a restorative accompaniment. Although there will always be a newcomer

who has just found out and who will then return to the thread to share "his" discovery of it with others.

Don't let the _ags fall! But there is also in many people the not wanting / being able to admit the idea of a threatening reality: then it

is minimized, denied, relativized. And social isolation does not help to reassure so many people, who could also have already

compromised mental conditions, not being the best thing that could happen at the moment. While that happens, beings like Doctor

Mercola remain in place. I always insist that it be given the utmost importance, that the information arrives in good translations in

as many languages as possible, so that television misinformation is not the only option for millions! And today I have to share

these Jndings that have been sent to me, subtitled in Spanish! I leave you the Jrst publication of them that I will make today:

www.bitchute.com/.../8k9h3KrkuuZZ   www.bitchute.com/.../6YEEZI5AVYfu  www.bitchute.com/.../DbQtofp5Kxj6   Here, it is in

original language www.dailyveracity.com/2021/08/19/covid-vaccine-causes-womans-skin-to-r..
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Hi Guillermo, it is so striking, isn’t it, that highly credentialed scientists could be gravely warning against taking this shot while

millions have anxiously lined up for the very same shot, oblivious to any controversy whatsoever.  If anything bespeaks of our need

for genuine journalism and the freedom to speak the truth, it is this!  And if anything bespeaks of that fact that great crimes are

underway, it is the ubiquity of heavy levels of censorship and propaganda in effect.  (I’ve downloaded the PDF and will pass along.)

Hola anmael, yes, I imagine we are all feeling the frustration and fatigue of all this, and concluding that it is still simply not an

option to turn a blind eye… too much is at stake.   And as you rightly point out, there are so many people who are actively and

willfully defending their ignorance, and who cannot be bothered with any more than the superJcial mainstream reports; it is

diicult to be forgiving of that… but we still need more people to see the real situation….  “Don’t let the _ags fall.”  (Thanks for the

links.)
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM
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..but the thing is no matter how much info I give them of the truth, they STILL just don't believe it, and laugh it off!! ..so what do we

do?!!
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NoFear11
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Darzoum, I have made the exactly same observation and conclusion about the impossibility to “break through” the barriers of

ignorance with compassion and enlightenment to the masses of our Jercely resisting fellow, otherwise well-educated (or

thoroughly primed?) human beings.

As the member of several mainstream professional private forums for veterinarians, even those so-called ‘alternative’

practitioners, I have tried these past many many months to have a civil scientiJc debate about the inherent problems with various

aspects of the EUA vax, the suppression of natural immunity, the suppression of effective treatments and other science and met

with a barrage of attacks that has even resulted in being blocked in the groups. I have been astounded to say the least, as quite a

few of these are run by colleagues to whom I have a personal and professional prior relation with. I have been heart-broken over

the level of misinformation and lack of critical skepticism from these normally receptive and compassionate people. The have

truly and thoroughly swallowed the cool-aid.

From these experiences, having tried to debate this in the “normal” way of now pre-historic times prior to 2020,  I now believe it’s a

total waste of time, to try and sway these groups of medically-trained people as they will only “wake up” if this situation goes to the

next level as predicted by the good Dr Bhakdi and many many other highly accredited and credentialed scientist whistleblowers.

 It’s a waiting game now. I am saving up this previously wasted energy and practicing to maintain my balance, composure,

compassion and humanity for what’s ahead.  Any one else have advice or a plan out there for what we can do to unite once TSHTF?
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nothingsound
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The doctors Jled on June 10th; has anyone heard any outcome?
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So true. I took a letter to the editor of our newspaper citing VAERs statistics, McCullough's statements about the safety signal

being reached in Feb, that these shots should be stopped, comparison to the Swine _u shot that halted after 54 deaths and

signiJcance of PREP Act. His reaction was bizarre, defensive and illogical. He didn't disguise his disgust for me, the unvaxxed. In a

subsequent phone conversation, with his veneer only slightly restored, he agreed to publish the VAERS data provided I include

disclaimers that it's not proof, anyone can report and so on, but VAERS' disclaimer also says it is used to detect signals. So, even

though these people are brainwashed, I encourage all to try to get your letters in the paper and negotiate if you have to to get even

a small bit of info out there.

Also, even if it isn't printed, expose these gate keepers to info they're not getting. He truly wasn't aware of anything I showed him

and barely refrained from calling me a liar. I have wondered if key people in communities, like newspaper, hospital, health

departments, mayors and so on were included in government brieJngs from the beginning, causing them to believe they are the

annointed, in the know, among the few trusted to save the masses. Last happy thought - Bigtree said according to CBS 42% are

fully vaccinated in the US. We're not the minority.
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Darzoum and everyone else,  The war is on. Friday, the FDA announced they are considering permanent approval of the PJzer

vaccine as early as this Monday! Can only presume that they do not care one whit about long-term safety studies; the FDA is now

advocating for more American's death and destruction of health? Here's a presentation I stumbled across last night, just in case

anyone has any doubts of myriad nasty side effects that appear well known to the FDA. This information was known in October,

well before the rollout of experimental vaccines. So they know it is a "clot shot" or a "Kill shot", yet they plan to approve it

anyway?!?  MASSIVE! LEAKED FDA DATA SHOWS KNOWN COVID VACCINE SIDE EFFECTS - www.bitchute.com/.../3WuhSIzC905v
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Hi Darzoum, your post is so full of compassion and beautiful philosophy! Thank you for your inspiration. One candle can light

others! :-) You wrote: " Even when they attack us, it is done out of ignorance; they have the wrong information.  " It may indeed be

done out of ignorance and lack of information yes. But it may also be far more than that. Give people information and they will

reject it, if they are scared or horriJed enough. Scared of the illness, self explanatory. All information is blocked, the self protective

shield goes up, and the result is denial. Of all information. End of story. But what am I referring to when I invoke the word "horror"?

People are indeed horriJed by evil. And they don't want to take it in as a reality. To protect itself from unbearable emotional pain,

the psyche puts up denial shields.

Denial, say the psychotherapists, is the most diicult "emotion" they call it (I say, inner dynamic) of all to  break through! It is easier

to deal with post-war trauma than with denial, I have read in articles by mental health professionals. So what can we do? I think

there is a real wisdom in the end, of the need to let go of control. And ironically, it has been said many times, that if we let go of our

power, we gain it back.Because people will wake up, but they must do so of their own accord, their own freewill, and at a time when

their psyche is ready to deal with the blow of harsh reality. Evil is very diicult to deal with! True?

I have seen it in action, this is why I am conJdent. And I am truly sorry, in fact pained, to say this, it is not my joy ,but it also is

reality: When pain becomes bad enough, people break denial. Unfortunately, pain is the best denial breaker there is. There truly is a

wisdom to leaving things to God's work. And God may not work in the way we wish or like, but it also is based on real wisdom.

When people Jnally do wake up, there will be a rebound effect. The powers that be won't be able to get away with this.
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Yes, so true, but in the end, we will become victims of them.  We need to unite and educate.  I was in a group of protesters recently

because I am so tired of reading, reading and I want to help make changes.  And sadly the group only wanted to yell at passersby

who didn't agree and engage in vitriol with them.  I tried to explain that we'd be better off trying to educate and passing out copies

of Dr. Mercola's articles.  They only came equipped with American _ags and posters.  It was totally pointless and made us look like

kooks.  I wanted to slink out of there and later I did to a bar within a few feet of where the group was protesting.  I was not allowed

entry into the bar because I didn't have a vaccine card.   Irony of ironies.
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Hi, David. I believe that the ones who die immediately after receiving the SHOT, are the lucky ones. I also have questions

concerning this insanity. The "measures" (measures that are illegal and totally unnecessary) are half-measures at best (you MUST

wear a mask to enter a restaurant; but, you're allowed to take it off to eat/drink/ talk/ shout)..Apparently, the virus will take no

notice of you removing your mask; and simply leave you alone! This is like a Comedy of Errors; except for the fact that it isn't funny!

The ONLY thing that covid is doing; is enriching the already super-rich - and creating more sickness and death within the global

population! Today; we have half the population wearing their face diaper and the other half choosing to breathe properly. Evidently,

the masked fail to see how happy the 'unmasked' are. "We" are living our lives as normally as possible and we are happy and

healthy. When the Lemmings look at us, all they see is a threat to their "health". I doubt if they'd see a large rock coming at us from

space. Everywhere I look, these days, I see hoards of oblivious, meandering shells of human beings, with no direction in life...only

waiting for the next set of ORDERS to come down from 'above'!
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Never in my life have I ever believed people should be forced to take vaccines. I believe people should be free to make their own

choices.  There is no informed consent with these “vaccines.”  My neighbor went out and got the shot and wasn’t even aware that it

was experimental.  They told him nothing. That is criminal.
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YES,  Darzoum, you are so spot on correct.  If we continue to read and share the same information, the same conclusions, the

same accurate scientiJc facts, perhaps presented in a context that even one person to whom we have previously given

information, we can be hopeful they will have an “a-ha” moment and be curious enough to start critically thinking about this entire

C19 escapade.  This article today by Dr. Mercola is such a wonderful and comprehensive summary of what is in our midst, so

honestly presented, with scientiJc truth that ampliJes the future of unknowns that await humanity.
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Darzoum-There is a long history why the FDA will "not approve" other treatments for diseases when available:

www.lifeextension.com/.../lethal-delays  and www.lifeextension.com/magazine/2012/11/metformin-makes-headline-news

 Delaying Metformin use in the U.S. cost the premature deaths millions of lives over 37 years here when it was available in Europe.

This is what the FDA is/was doing to protect the interests of Big Pharma.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 10:43:23 AM
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darzoum nailed it.  

💯 💯 💯

.   We cd go down any number of rabbit holes w yr response, but yr exactly right.   We keep beating our

drum on here yes, over and over and over again.  So....a lot of people want action not words, what about those in power, those who

have the real knowledge and respect...they should start INFILTRATING themselves into this web of corruption and little by little try

to make some traction in getting it untangled.   We as the “little people” just have to keep the faith, keep trying to educate without

angering others so we can maybe get at least SOME to see the truth.  In turn maybe they will do the same.   The REAL TRUTH WILL

COME OUT, IT IS SLOWLY HAPPENING and I believe there are many more, millions, who think the way we do and others who know

the truth.  

I realise not all here are right wingers, but just fyi there was a huge Trump rally in Alabama last night, it was televised on Newsmax.

 He went on for a loong time, in a very calm manner, about the state of things, mr basement and his illness, Afganistan sitch, and

much more.     He also spoke of many generals who know what a farce this administration is.  Lets not forget the many platforms

out there who are sharing good truthful info, you just have to seek them out.   The many doctors and experts, lawyers and even

some very in_uential politicians like Kennedy who know and speak the truth, the ones dr M interviews here.  What im saying is

there IS OPPOSITION there.  you just don’t always know about it, so do have faith.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 12:17:24 PM
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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Darzoum, when you say: "when they attack us, it is done out of ignorance; they have the wrong information." "They are the victims

of a crime… criminal levels of disinformation and a global psyop" I must respectfully disagree.  We all live in the same world.  We

all have access to the same sources.  They CHOOSE to remain ignorant.  If they are relying on establishment sources, it's true they

aren't getting the information we do.  But again, they've had the same opportunities we've had to see how skeptical you MUST be of

mainstream sources.  So these people have chosen sides - the authoritarian, dark side.  I have zero compassion for them and wish

them the same as they wish me.  Which is a normal and useful human self-preservation instinct.  Without it you get crushed by

your enemies. They are victims of a crime in the sense we all are - this is indeed an effective "divide & conquer" operation and it's

working beautifully.  Yes, thank god for Mercola, Bhakti and people like yourself and like-minded.  Maybe there's hope, it's quite a

show to watch.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 1:18:21 PM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree in a sense, and salute you for your charity. But they are more than ignorant. They are vain and arrogant. And cowardly. They

choose their beliefs on whether or not celebrities push them on TV. Dr. Fauci is a celebrity. Just like Dr. Phil. So they take his word

over those not known off the Tube. Such as Mercola, Breggin, McCullough, Brogan, etc. Regarding cowardice. According to the

CDC my chances of surviving Covid are 1 in 250. I was sharing this on FB before I left. Telling them I am high risk. 99.6% chance of

surviving Covid19.

Someone said, "Are you sure you want to take that kind of risk?" I said, "Yes. If it meant we could all live normally." Until we could

lead lives with 0% risk of death, this person--having all the facts and Jgures I did--wanted to hide home indeJnitely. I don't get it.

Ironic how the same person doesn't demand a 0% risk medical treatment. But the TV says it's safe. Doesn't seem they view it as

that effective if you look at all the masked, distanced vaxxers.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 2:12:32 PM
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NoFear wrote, I am saving up this previously wasted energy and practicing to maintain my balance, composure, compassion and

humanity for what’s ahead. I Jnd myself doing the same. Trying to wake the blind up isn’t working for me. Time to use this energy

for my own well being. I will still pray for them though.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 2:36:54 PM
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the input everyone.  Just to be clear, just because someone is a victim of disinformation, that does not absolve them of

their responsibility to actively seek out the facts and be informed.  Ignorance always has a large component of simple laziness to

it.  And yes, attacks from the ignorant are particularly unpalatable.  That level of passivity results in a takeover of their thinking and

being… we could say they are brainwashed or whatever, but functionally, we might as well think of these people as being

“possessed.”  Look at the fear-gripped, pro-vax fanatics though this lens and you will see that it Jts.  

But then we come back around to the fact that these are our fellow human beings and that we must co-exist with them, particularly

since it is their “dead weight” that is enabling the tyranny.  As is seen in any Jctional depiction of possession-themed stories, those

untouched by that “possession” Jnd themselves inevitably, and out of necessity, tasked with the duty of trying to free their friends

or loved ones from that possession.  That, of course, is according to everyone’s individual choice and ability, but it is practically

human nature to to try to intervene against the effects of such insidious and deeply-seated brainwashing.  Given human nature,

simple attacks and name calling will only Jnd the recipient digging-in harder to defend “their” position.  It’s a tricky situation with

innumerable pitfalls and no easy solutions, but ultimately, that waking has to come from them… perhaps we can assist.
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One more question. How can any doctor give "Informed Consent", when they themselves are not informed?
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Darzoum
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Good qustion Randy.  The information is supposed to be supplied by the doctor and the consent is supplied (or denied) by the

patient after they have been fully informed.  It seems none of that is going on, and, in fact, a new tyrannical paradigm is being

instated to replace this process, namely, the mandate (or its preliminary stage, coercion).
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"...it is so striking, isn’t it, that highly credentialed scientists could be gravely warning against taking this shot while millions have

anxiously lined up for the very same shot, oblivious to any controversy whatsoever. "  While these doctors and scientists have no

skin in this game, no monetary gain, and risk losing their careers by speaking out.  Why are people unable to distinguish

information between those with an agenda, and those without? No higher form of education or degrees are necessary; just a little

critical thinking.
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For those who are frustrated with getting the truth out there; please don't stop or just hide with your head down. You would be

surprised how many are still on the fence and can be swayed with real info. I don't get out much but comment on several boards

[not all are happy to hear from me] ;but a 75 year old friend who travels a lot for work speaks to dozens of people everywhere she

goes and there are many who don't know the truth and are appalled when they Jnd out especially if you can give them links to the

science. She asks by asking them friendly questions ; Jnds common concerns and then if they are at all receptive gives them stuff

to think about.  

Three out of four it turns out don't want the shot, most that have gotten it were coersed in order to travel, for work or to see family

members. If nothing else many have been convinced not to get the 2nd shot or at least the "booster" . If everyday you tell 2 people

and they tell two people there will be millions informed in short order about the clots, VAERS deaths & injuries , lack of informed

consent , and if you have the means download the actual product package inserts from FDA which list all the deJcits & warnings

and email it to everybody. The fact that doctors & pharmacies & hospitals  are not showing this to people is PROSECUTABLE!  I

also like to lead with the fact that these DRUG companies are all SERIAL CONVICTED FELONS, GATES IS A CONVICTED FELON &

THE SHOTS & THE PCR TEST ARE EUA USE ONLY; so they are unwitting participants in the biggest worldwide human experiment

ever with no recourse in court if harmed or killed. When Biden tells the American people that the shot is "safe&effective and tested

to the gold standard" it is a bold faced lie.
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This advice has been given for quite awhile now, and from multiple sources: that you can do nothing more for those who don't want

to listen. The boat is leaving the shore, and they'll either get on board, or they won't. Now is the time to take care of yourself and do

what you need to do for you to maintain your health, optimize your Jnances, etc.  Another piece of advice - and perhaps a

worthwhile redirection of the energy previously spent on convincing others - was, instead of waiting for someone else to do

something, to get your boots on the ground and spread the truth as far and wide as possible. To take real, physical, measurable

ACTION. Perhaps individually, perhaps as part of a group. But to ACT. There are so many ways to accomplish something, to change

a mind, or plant a seed. But without action, you have nothing.
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Darzoum, I am tempted to agree with you, but am reminded that these people are CHOOSING to be ignorant.  How did you Jnd the

truth?  How did I?  By research, observation and logic, which most humans are supposed to have possession of.  Especially for

those with access to the internet with the vast information available through it, there really is no excuse to be ignorant.   When I

was a kid I wondered how somebody like Adolph Hitler could sway a nation to follow him to the point of turning innocent people in

and participating in the murder of millions, but now I no longer wonder.  I see signs of 1930's Germany happening right now in

America, and what with easier communication and access to knowledge, we have fewer excuses than people had in the 1930s.

 Why are so many of us these days so stupid?  Is it a lifetime of drinking _uoride with the water?  Is it government-indoctrination of

children from preschool through college?  Or is it just mind-rotting indolence?
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Good Morning Darzoum, and how correct you are!  So many do not know this information for they do not do deep dives into the

research.  I jut had a discussion  with a friend who believed that the approved jab was the Bio-Tech....oh boy when she researched

after the discussion..I received an apology.  I am amazed at those who I know are literate, intelligent, but they. Have been led

through the nose as if gold is in front of them.
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💯

% truth summary of the fact of human life on earth since March 2020.
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You hit the nail on the head … “Collective fear stimulates herd instinct, and tends to produce ferocity toward those who are not

regarded as members of the herd.” (Bertrand Russell) My 44 y/o niece who was following the IMASK protocol had to be admitted

when her 02 levels dropped below 90. The ER nurse asked if she was vaxx’d and when she responded no, the nurse called her

stupid and jabbed the IV needle into her arm roughly. The Discharge Nurse was the saving grace. She shared the hate and

discrimination she experienced in the workplace because she refused to get vaxx’d. After being called ignorant and misinformed,

I’ve learned it’s better to keep quiet because there is nothing you can say to convince those who have been brainwashed by Fauci

and MSM. They’ve sealed their own fates already.
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Xactly, it's a war, the public is the target, we know it, it's time to Jre back, it's time to put these criminals into a noose and hang their

treasonous necks out to dry.
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Yes, great point, Darzoum,.  That's why I do not bother to challenge the beliefs of the hoodwinked, but to dish out the most easily

digestible tidbits of the lowest-hanging fruit, often in the form of questions, tailored to the belief systems of those I ma engaging.  

For example, when discussing the jabs with a person who has a strong scientiJc orientation, I might express my concern that the

trials have been unblinded and the control group is disappearing, given the need for long-term safety assessments.  In other

words, do my best to encourage people to question the narratives for themselves.
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Dr. Mercola's advice for those vaccinated: Follow a time-restricted diet and eat all of your meals within six to eight hours. Avoid all

vegetable oils and processed foods. Focus on certiJed organic foods to minimize your exposure to glyphosate, and include plenty of

sulfur-rich foods to keep your mitochondria and lysosomes healthy. Both are important for removing cell debris, including Spike proteins.

You can also increase your sulfate level by taking Epsom salt baths.

You should also make sure your vitamin D level is between 60 ng / mL and 80 ng / mL (100 nmol / L to 150 nmol / L), preferably through

exposure to sunlight. In addition to producing vitamin D, the sun's rays also have other beneJts. To combat Spike Protein toxicity, optimize

Autophagy, which can help digest and eliminate this protein. Time-restricted eating will positively regulate autophagy, while sauna

therapy, which increases levels of heat shock proteins, will help refold misfolded proteins and also mark damaged proteins for

elimination. It is important that your sauna is very hot (around 77 degrees Celsius) and that it has no magnetic or electric Jelds.

Other remedies that may help you if you are experiencing side effects from the COVID vaccine include: -Hydroxychloroquine and

ivermectin treatments. Ivermectin appears to be very promising as it actually binds to the Spike protein  -Low-dose antiretroviral therapy

to re-educate your immune system  -Low-dose interferons such as Paximune, to boost your immune system  -Peptide T (an HIV entry

inhibitor derived from the HIV envelope protein gp120; as it blocks the binding and infection of viruses that use the CCR5 receptor to

infect cells)  -Cannabis, to strengthen type I interferon pathways  -Dimethylglycine or betaine (trimethylglycine) to enhance methylation

and thus suppress dormant viruses  -Silymarin or milk thistle to help cleanse your liver
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To tell people who believe the jab is safe and does protect you...how in the hoot do you inform them on this treatment?  I have

people look at me cross-eyed when I tell them.  For for the most part...people I know think I am the crazy one.
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"Being exposed to high intensity electromagnetic energy Jelds for prolonged periods of time will produce anemia in subjects. Especially

noticeable in the frequency range above 1 GHZ and the stronger it is, the more anemia it produces."  "This is caused on purpose by the

controllers of the plandemic for very real esoteric reasons, that is, they have a Jrm non-human scientiJc basis, because it has been

known for thousands of years, that iron protects people from attacks of a paranormal nature both of entities of the lower astral as well as

from interventions or abductions of non-human technological beings of a regressive nature."

"They reduce the amount of defense of the person reducing the amount of blood iron making them more vulnerable to all kinds of attacks

from entities not of the tangible reality called 3D, or terrestrial reality. The ultraviolet light from the sun when interacting with blood iron

through the skin activates the retention and generation-of-repetition properties of iron, where it stabilizes the existential frequency of the

person, the auric frequency of his personal torus that serves as a protective energy shield. The lack of sunlight weakens the

frequency-holding action of blood iron and increases the ability of electromagnetic waves above 1 GHZ to degrade blood iron."

"(Iron) stabilizes DNA because it holds the original frequency imposed on it. So it conserves memory. This because of its speciJc

magnetic Jelds it produces and holds. The frequency of a living organism programs the iron in the cells, to hold a frequency. The

relationship between iron and DNA is very close, it's almost like a battery for it."  "we have a reason to believe they are artiJcially depleting

iron in the human population to be able to aid the trans humanistic effects of the DNA altering Graphenite found in the vaccines."

 swaruu.org/transcripts/low-levels-of-iron-covid-agenda-iron-protects-a..
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En ese orden que señalas, aquí hay referencias interesantes, a considerar por la caliJcación de su responsable [ENG In that order

you point out, here are interesting references, to consider by the qualiJcation of your manager]  https://emedt.org/blog/
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A video interview between show host Stew Peters and Dr. Jane Ruby, introduced as a "20-year pharmaceutical researcher," made

the rounds on the Internet last July 9. Their conversation revolves around how COVID-19 vaccines supposedly contain graphene

oxide, with Dr. Jane Ruby saying that the fabricated nanomaterial draws and binds with biomolecules, increasing toxicity levels and

posing harm to the individual. www.sciencetimes.com/articles/32203/20210711/covid-19-vaccines-mostly-..  

During his show, Peters asked Ruby if graphene oxide is poisonous. She responded by saying, “It is most deJnitely a poison.” Ruby

then went on to explain some of the ways graphene oxide is dangerous to people. She said: “It destroys literally everything inside

the cell. It explodes the mitochondria. It creates a situation where the body is on a 10-alarm Jre truck and in_ammation, cytokines,

chemokines. This is incredibly violent… in_ammatory storm comes in and it has particular ainity for creating acute in_ammation

of the lungs, it creates an in_ammatory storm in cardiac tissue and in brain tissue… There’s no other reason for this to be in [the

vaccines] except to murder people.” Peters agreed with Ruby’s conclusion. He added his concern regarding why the discovery of

graphene oxide in the vaccines is not being reported more widely by mainstream media outlets. His only conclusion is that these

corporations must also be involved. “They’re in on it. They want you dead. They’re part of the murder plot,” he said.
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COVID VACCINES CONTAIN HIGH LEVELS OF GRAPHENE OXIDE, WHICH IS SELF-ASSEMBLED INTO BIOCIRCUITS BY

HARVESTING ELEMENTS (SUCH AS IRON) FROM HUMAN BLOOD As reported by Orwell.city, a group called The Fifth Column has

analyzed covid vaccines and has found that 98% to 99% of the non-liquid mass in the vaccine appears to be graphene oxide.

Ricardo Delgado, speaking for La Quinta Columna, says: This is an electromagnetic induction phenomenon in the metal adhering

near the inoculation area. Furthermore, we have found that magnetism then moves towards the head. We suspect that it was

graphene oxide, as it had all the characteristics that magnetized people expressed after inoculation.

Graphene is toxic, it is a chemical, a toxic chemical agent. Introduced into the body in large quantities, it causes thrombi. Causes

blood clots. We have all the scientiJc articles to back it up. It causes post-in_ammatory syndrome, causes alteration of the

immune system. And when the redox balance is broken, in the sense that there is less glutathione in the body's own reserve than

an introduced toxic such as graphene oxide, a collapse of the immune system and a cytokine storm are generated ... and we know

that precisely the N-acetylcysteine or glutathione itself degrade graphene oxide. If this is what is happening, it means that global

governments could control the vaccinated masses by transmitting signals from 5G cell towers.

www.orwell.city/.../graphene-oxide.html   www.brighteon.com/eaff4c87-eb1d-4abd-9f6e-6edeebe6fe59  and

www.brighteon.com/378b3154-6cb8-4a59-97f1-ffbfe25d863e  A company called INBRAIN Neuroelectronics demonstrates that

graphene-based "neuromodulation" technology using AI-driven neuroelectronics is very real.

www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210330005388/en/INBRAIN-Neuroelectron..
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Health Canada discovered during a preliminary risk assessment that the masks contain microscopic graphene particles. Schools

and other facilities adopted them due to fears surrounding the Chinese virus, but this hasty and reactionary response is now

causing other problems in the form of lung damage.

www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/masks-early-pulmonary-toxicity-quebec-..  Andrew Maynard covers this in a medium.com

article: "Manufacturers have been using nanotechnology-derived graphene in face masks, now there are safety concerns." The

article traces safety concerns to a Chinese mask maker, Shandong, but notes that millions of graphene-containing masks are used

around the world, produced by a large number of companies.

“Ken Donaldson is a respiratory toxicologist at the University of Edinburgh and he and his colleagues are among the Jrst to raise

the warning _ag on graphene, at least for nanoscopic platelets of the material. It is not too great a leap of the imagination to

imagine how such tiny _akes of carbon might be transported deep within the lungs similar to asbestos Jbres and coal dust. Once

lodged within, there is no likely mechanism for the removal or break down of such inert particles and they might reside on these

sensitive tissues triggering a chronic in_ammatory response or interfering with the normal cellular functions.”

www.wakingtimes.com/millions-of-face-masks-oicially-declared-dangero..  .
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When I took psychology I learned about the Jose Delgado experiments and when I saw the planes spraying I researched

geoengineering and learned that we were being sprayed with nanoparticles of heavy metals. They are absorbed directly into the

body. I knew heavy metals caused Alzheimers but suspected another purpose:  then I recalled the Jose Delgado experiments.

 Then when I learned graphene oxide was being injected I knew what they were doing as graphene oxide is used as an antenna. I

know someone who works for the cable company who told me the brass at the top don't even know what's being installed on those

towers.

I think someone who knows how to block those signals should come forward.  Delgado said back in the 50's that one day humans

would be able to be controlled.  Considering that the body runs on electric it's no huge leap to see that's what their aiming for. They

have all kinds of advanced technology such as "The Voice of God" where they can even implant thoughts.  Someone with

knowledge of this area needs to come forward.
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Orwell.city also found a paper ("Toward Graphene Plasmon-Based Free-Electron IR to X-ray Sources" by Liang Jie Wong, Ido

Kaminer, Ognjen Ilic, John D. Joannopoulos, and Marin Soljačić), which observed that Graphene can eiciently multiply RF

frequencies up to 1000 times, aka Masers, which can convert GHz RF into ionising THz RF, like X-Rays. Orwell.city later reported

probably unnatural non-continuous radiation detection by analogue Geiger Counters outside, including outside working hours,

which is possibly caused by Graphene Oxide masering in equipment, possibly for 5G, or environmental contamination! That site is

amazing, and it is quite disturbing what the sources are discovering!

Anyway, back a key point of the article, i.e. relative statistics vs. absolute statistics: It is a common (deliberate?) statistical practice

to state often deceptive relative statistics and not absolute statistics, particularly in corporate sponsored studies! Early during the

"Covid-19" plandemic, the (corrupt) Johns Hopkins "Covid-19" website only stated/graphed the stating the number of cases and

deaths, for countries and the world, with no reference/scaling for total population, so were subtly lying by omission, so caused

needless alarm and fear. I only later realised this when I manually saw and extracted the raw statistics from the later

World-o-meter "Covid-19" website into a spreadsheet, then made graphs for cases and deaths, which scaling Jgures by total

population, with curve-smoothed line plots of daily and rolling-weekly-average Jgure. These plots weren't scary at all, and I told

people this, but they didn't listen!
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Spirulina has plenty of iron, it is one of the greatest and cheapest sources. It is best to buy organic as everything for the body.

Besides, there are plenty of minerals, vitamins, and proteins.
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From Wikipedia on Graphene Oxide: “Toxicity[edit] Several typical mechanisms underlying graphene (oxide) nanomaterials toxicity

have been revealed, for instance, physical destruction, oxidative stress, DNA damage, in_ammatory response, apoptosis,

autophagy, and necrosis. In these mechanisms, (toll-like receptors-) TLR-, transforming growth factor β- (TGF-β-) and tumor

necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) dependent-pathways are involved in the signalling pathway network, and oxidative stress plays a

crucial role in these pathways. Many experiments have shown that graphene (oxide) nanomaterials have toxic side effects in many

biological applications, but more in-depth study of toxicity mechanisms is needed.[79] According to the USA FDA, graphene,

graphene oxide, and reduced graphene oxide elicit toxic effects both in vitro and in vivo.[80] Graphene-family nanomaterials (GFN)

are not approved by the USA FDA for human consumption.”

IMO, If these shots do in fact contain it, then we are at war, and just now even starting to realize it.  Why else the heavy push to “get

a needle in every arm”?   So it can be “mission accomplished”.... Before they even know what’s happening.
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This person doesn't understand how iron works. Low serum iron or anemia does not mean the person is low in iron; on the

contrary, the person often has plenty of iron, but it's locked up in the tissues where it does serious damage. Taking iron

supplements or eating iron fortiJed foods only make the matter worst as it is not the bioavailable form, so it does not circulate in

the blood system, it gets deposited in the tissues. For iron to circulate in the blood it most be transported by the ceruloplasmin

enzyme and also pair with its sister mineral copper. Do a web search on "Toxic Iron and Ferroxidase, the Master Antioxidant"
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Spring water or coconut water + spirulina + shilajit + lemon juice + black salt (kala namak) = all this can provide the whole

spectrum that will regulate all the functions of the human body so as to cope with stress (electromagnetic and chemical), but to be

in balance with the subtle structures of the cosmos as well
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Appreciate your out of this world leads and links Lilitu
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That link is interesting in that it mentions iron levels in menstruating women can be low.  Given the number of women reporting

irregularities with their menstruation and some not receiving the gene therapy but being around people who have, this might be a

mechanism that in_uences such changes in their cycle.  The transcript takes thinking about transmission to a whole new reality.
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FYI…the EU keeps much better Covid adverse events data than the US, and has some shocking results for women.  The second

largest group wrt adverse events is Neurological/Nervous-most common being Site related.  Stunningly, 75% of the effected were

women! What in Hades is going on here?
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You can "prove" up is down with numbers that seem to have a mathematical certainty...Are you any richer when the DOW rises on the

inestimable value of the paper dollar?  I went round the block with a medical statistician years ago.  When I mentioned I took huge doses

of Vit C, he said I was insane..really proving he was full o crap like so many other university trained idiots. Still he cranked out editorial

comments on various subjects...reliably wrong. Our reliably wrong CIA media is not stupid, just cleverly evil charged with protecting a

false narrative. They fear only one thing; The Truth!
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Yes, Randall. The truth is in the independent scientists, which Dr. Mercola also contemplates in the excellent daily reports. We

need the heterodoxy of the great scientists who defend true science. Scientists who question the dominant paradigms that are

built by elites based on a domain that only seek their beneJt. It is the historical tradition of the billionaire families who run Davos

and the new world order, through the control of the world's Jnancial systems, the absorption of all monopolies and companies and

ultimately all private property. The tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic" and developing the draconian measures,

which have constituted the ideal scenario to give the Jnal coup de grace to the world economy. As illnesses and deaths continue

to grow and life expectancy is compromised in the future as these undesirables continue to line their pockets. The truth-loving

people will continue to Jght in the trenches defending freedom.
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MY NEW BOOK — ‘THE REAL ANTHONY FAUCI’ — NOW AVAILABLE FOR PRE-ORDER. “The research I conducted for my new book

exposes how Fauci’s gargantuan yearly disbursements allow him to dictate the subject, content and outcome of scientiJc health

research across the globe. These annual disbursements also allow Fauci to exercise dictatorial control over the army of

“knowledge-and-innovation” leaders who populate the “independent” federal panels that approve and mandate drugs and vaccines

— including the committees that allowed the Emergency Use Authorization of COVID-19 vaccines. Fauci uses the Jnancial clout at

his disposal to wield extraordinary in_uence over hospitals, universities, journals and thousands of in_uential doctors and

scientists — whose careers and institutions he has the power to ruin, advance or reward. These are the same doctors who appear

on network news shows, publish on the op-ed pages of in_uential media, and craft and defend the pharmaceutical cartel’s oicial

narratives.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/robert-f-kennedy-jr-book-the-real-..  (18/08/21)
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Next time pass along this study that showed an 85% reduction in cold or _u symptoms associated with 1g of vitamin C per hour:

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/10543583
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It’s not a vaccine, it’s a Graphene Oxide delivery Jab

💉

!
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Dr Jane Ruby joins Stew Peters to discuss a scientiJc report that just came out from the University of Almería School of

Engineering in Spain entitled, “Graphene Oxide Detection in Aqueous Suspension: Observational Study in Optical and Electron

Microscopy”, where it was found that each dose of the PJzer shot “was found to contain 6 ng of RNA and 747 ng of graphene

oxide, which is 99.103% of the medication. z3news.com/w/graphene-oxide-the-actual-contents-inside-pJzer-vials-ex..  Dr Ruby

draws our attention to a 2016 study, “Toxicity of graphene-family nanoparticles [GFNs]: a general review of the origins and

mechanisms”, which found, “Several typical mechanisms underlying GFN toxicity have been revealed, for instance, physical

destruction, oxidative stress, DNA damage, in_ammatory response, apoptosis, autophagy, and necrosis.”

particleandJbretoxicology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12989-0..
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DannyBoy62 I'm not sure it's universal. There seem to be experiment groups, some with simply a saline instead of mRNA jab.

Hopefully.
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Graphene is thought to be included in covid vaxxxes. Graphene oxide is a toxic oxidative stressor, so Mega C is Jrst thought. It can

be eliminated through the use of kaolin clay, humic/fulvic acids/shilajit and zeolites. see Updates;

 www.forbiddenhealingforum.com/forum-comments
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This is much more potentially troublesome than anything else about the jabs.  The Jndings of magnetism some of the time, but

not all of the time, suggest that some of the more vile vials have this "secret sauce" and others do not.    I'd like to see a analysis of

random vials of the various jabs, obtained without prior notice from "vaccination centers", with observers from the apologist and

skeptical points of view.   The University of Almería study is the most credible reference thus far.  We can really more conJrmation

before I'm comfortable passing along such info the the vax believers as any more than a possibility and cause for concern.
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Quick, approve PJzer before cold and _u season. ADE?  How about two elderly vaccinated folks visiting their 3 yo granddaughter.  Oops,

she's coming down with a cold, nothing big.  Unfortunately, they became very sick and HE ended up in the hospital, couldn't breathe AND

now has A-Jb.  Don't worry, all not related to vaccination.    I fear the approval for PJzer is a tad too soon.  But what do I know?  In the

meantime, the infection of covid to six people within my circle (a Jrst, because last year when all this was at its peek, none of my unvax'd

cohorts had anything) are all on the mend.  4 are completely recovered, the last 2 are stragglers, but it seems like it takes 12 days for the

ones who got it in the lungs, day 12 is when they feel the best and then around day 20 they're really healed.   I was trying to think if it was

like that when I had pneumonia when I was a kid - it's not something you bounce right out of, right?  ... Anyways, the 2 with vomiting and

diarrhea are coming out of it, and there's been movement on the woman with the 9 day migraine - oh my word!  

**Interesting side note: the unvax'd husband caring for his wife (with migraine V&D) never had any symptoms and his test came in

negative yesterday.  SO RIDDLE ME THIS: If he was vaccinated, would they say he was protected because of the vaccine?  How do you

prove eicacy when you have a part of the population like ME, HIM, a young adult in an apartment with 4 others, (during the last wave) 3

got covid (not serious) and 2 -nothing! So how do you know the vaccine works if people like them, and me, have been exposed but we

didn't get it After my birthday my friend was diagnosed with covid.  Three of us had been exposed.  All 3 of us didn't get it.  If we had been

vax'd, would they say 100% eicacy?  How does that work?
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Indeed, lovestosing6, the numbers of contagion by COVID will decrease, but it will be because many people have been infected by

the coronavirus. What vaccines are doing is slowing the domination of the coronavirus in the world population, at the same time

that they cause serious diseases throughout life. Immunologist and former NIH scientist J. Bart Classen analyzed data on COVID

vaccine adverse events reported to the UK’s Yellow Card system and found thousands of reports of multiple symptoms that are

“clear signals” of neurodegenerative disorders.

Classen believes that injections of the Chinese virus could carry the mild prion disease that is already on the move in some people,

while in others the injections could actively cause the misfolding of essential RNA and DNA-binding proteins called TDP-43. and

FUS, thus catalyzing a toxic "chain reaction" process. He also says that the proteins in the vaccine's spike could be causing other

proteins, "including [normal] proteins that are already in cells," to form what he describes as abnormal clumps called Lewy bodies

that can lead to a " relatively rapid cell death ". Research has shown that the development of Lewy bodies in monkeys exposed to

the Chinese virus resulted in "some or all of the motor symptoms of Parkinson's disease."

www.lifesitenews.com/news/scientist-sounds-alarm-covid-vaccines-produc..
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lovestosing6 I'm still not entirely sure what we are dealing with! What happened to Fauci-Kawaoaka Spanish _u clone? A friend

visiting the US from UK came back early January 2020 and was seriously ill with breathing and digestive disorders with some

long-term effects, now OK, but was covid-19 rife then? Spanish Flu (the remake!) was said to be killing 4K Americans weekly at

that time.
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lovestosing,  Good question!  I have wondered about that myself.  I have also been exposed and didn't catch anything...was it luck

or my good immune system?  Anyway I have wondered if I had been vaxxed would the "experts" claim that it was because of the

eicacy of the vax?  Seems like bs to me but others that I know just don't see it the same way.  Of course they are all following

what they are told 24/7 on MSM. I fear that the FDA is going to fully approve the PJzer  this week....way too soon!  Why don't

people see this?  It's less than a year since this all started!!
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Thank you Guillermou - that truly explains a lot!  I was listening to Joe Rogan again - do people really believe we should be like

North Korea in our approach - and do people believe censoring doctors treating this successfully is the answer?  Well, it has to be

because otherwise you can't have an EUA - I get that, and I get the madness of protecting their EUA with censoring - because

without it, these unapproved vaccines wouldn't be the majority's Jrst choice, they'd be treating it like Bret Weinstein with 50mg of

Ivermectin so he doesn't infect anyone.  The crimes here are too many to list.  Especially in regard to the United States of America.

 Why people want to live behind an iron curtain is far beyond me.  The fear is deep with 24/7 brainwashing.  When I see people step

down because their integrity and morality won't allow it, I breathe a sigh of relief that humans are still capable of this.   When I

listen to Joe Rogan - OMGosh!  Right?  He's echoing what so sooooo many of us are thinking.
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Bee - Yes, I remember an incident where Spanish _u ended up in _u vaccines - it was some sort of accident, was that in the 90's?

 Or early 2000's - and the big question was - what the heck is the Spanish _u doing out there?
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I have wondered if the cold that got in my lungs a few years ago was a corona virus. I read somewhere that if you've had a corona

virus, you may have partial protection from Covid. Maybe those who didn't get sick when around others with Covid are similarly

protected. Being around these sick people would be like getting a booster shot.
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Right now I am seeing close to the same.  Within my circle there are seven who are Jghting covid; only one did not take the

jab...the other six did.  AND within one family the father, mother have it, their daughter does too; but the grandchild and son-in-law

do not but they are not jabbed.  And the mother bragged that they are not afraid of catching it because they got the jab....ah....oh

well.  You can lead a rose to water...as the old adage speaks.
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The genetic cause of health/disease is as sketchy as the germ theory, both downstream from environmental/nutritional/emotional

conditions that affect one's charge terrain....Both very convenient for medical technologies, but not root causes found in unshakeble

basic chemistry and cell biology we should have learned in high school.  Consider genetic expression and the immune state of the body

Jrst, and see that these scientiJc posers are Jshing in the gulf between true cause and effect...Given their power over mass

communication using clever propaganda, few can separate true gold from the ore of a bullshit mountain of complexity.
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Yes, Randall, the Medical Associations of the United States and other countries have created medical gods, incapable of curing

diseases. The support in the pharmaceutical maJa and the corruption of the institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The foundation on

which medical health is now based is absent from the logic of boosting the immune system with the support of traditional

medicines. As Einstein has said, "a foolish faith in authority is the worst enemy of truth." physicians should be required to spend

one year of their Jve-year training learning about nutrition, and alternative therapies." We cannot allow technology to dominate the

existence of the human being, we are biology and we must respect our immunological integrity in order to defeat diseases and not

degenerate the human race. Man was created to fully respect his humanity.

Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally nurturing his own system… not from pharmaceuticals. all previous human societies

would have disappeared from Earth if humans weren't internally equipped with an overwhelmingly powerful immune system ...

than the laboratory-produced, highly infectious coronavirus / with a much greater gain of function that is actually a weapon

Biological, it has already infected most societies and produced herd immunity with the accompanying antibodies, which

diminishes the value of vaccination, and is unnecessarily exposed to the troublesome side effects of vaccines. We are in the

enhancement of diseases and in short the reduction of life expectancy.
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Thank you for this Forbidden. But ohhh you'd be surprised at how many times I've heard  "It kills at will, we don't know who will die

from it!" This is what I'm hearing and I'm constantly shocked by it!  That's why I kept posting trying to understand the links.  The 80

yo mountain climber who was healthy has a horse - scared my friend into getting the shot when he died (after being put on a

ventilator) at Emory in Atlanta.   He got the _u shot every year!  Guess which one he got in 2019?  THE QUAD.   Remember the

woman from Northern Italy (the reason Germany closed her doors is what we heard from Corporate the morning my husband was

suppose to leave for there!!) - many many many of the elderly population were dying!  The woman on here said she saw bullying

unparalleled that October, get your _u shot!!!  

Then take a man who was going into to get cancer cut out, diabetic for 68 years, 80yo, "Hey mister, you have antibodies to covid."

 "Really, must have been when I had the sni�es one day."  WHAT IS THAT?  Well, when you have golfer, always in the sun, out in the

desert, enjoying life, No to _u shots - I guess you have an immune system as well.  Gut health - antibiotic usage - weaknesses ie;

the lungs - pathways (the woman with the 9 days migraine (positive for covid) has had migraines for years and has taken medicine

for them instead of Jguring out why she was getting them :(  ... general health - fast food eater?  Fries especially ...  there's so

much here to consider.
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Guillermou - I'll never forget watching one of those 'food' documentaries when John Ashcroft said Americans don't have the right

to healthy food.  I said, "What what?"   I wonder if that was the documentary where the FBI poured out 800 gallons of raw milk in

Athens, GA - without even testing it to prove anything was wrong with it. Funny thing about raw milk, my chemistry major store

owner explained that all that life in raw milk (similar to yogurt) eats anything bad inside it.  Raw milk got her deadly name back

when cows were (I think this is how I understood it) eating/drinking next to a distillery run off and the milk was turning purple - so

they were trying to dye it back to white - and it harmed a ton of people .... well, that was one of the cases.

True raw milk would destroy anything 'bad' inside it.   We drank it for years when I met the man here who owned the store.  When

he passed, they closed down and I went back to nut milks.  I trust very few, and I especially don't trust homogenization (probably

the reason for glue in our veins and arteries!) or pasteurization.  Kill your food.  Nuke your food.   Where's life?
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Very true, lovestosing6,  raw milk has been discredited by the conventional dairy industry, the FDA and the CDC, because it can

contain disease-causing bacteria, when precisely the pathogenic bacteria these bacteria are the result of industrial agriculture,

with abuse of antibiotics, vaccines and unnatural feeding with pesticides, in addition to serious suffering from conJnement of the

animals. For all of these reasons, CAFO cow's milk must be pasteurized in order to be safe enough to drink.

www.realmilk.com/mark-mcafee-letter-to-cdc  

The natural diet of a cow is in the wild and mainly based on grass. When a cow eats grains in a CAFO instead of grass, which is the

feed for which they were designed, three adverse events occur, as reported by Dr. Mercola: The cow becomes acidotic, as a result

of using glucose from the grains , which may contain mycotoxins, which generates a very high protonation process, which

damages the cow's kidneys. As a result, the cow can only provide milk for 1.7 lactations, which is 44 months, after those months

they are slaughtered.

Raw milk yogurt is also very thick and creamy compared to commercial pasteurized varieties. The healthy bacteria in raw milk, the

elevated white blood cell count helps reduce the risk of food poisoning. In addition, it is full of enzymes, plus omega 3, conjugated

linoic acid and vitamins from natural nutrition. Similarly, microorganisms found in raw milk cheese effectively limit the growth of

potentially harmful organisms. www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2015/12/02/792417/10157615/en/Westo..

 www.healthline.com/.../drinking-raw-milk   www.organicpastures.com/blog/2019/2/1/5-ways-that-drinking-raw-milk-ca..
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Often when doctors invoke the words "it's genetic", they seem to be saying that when truthfully, they don't understand the

underlying cause, or even what the disease itself is. Genetics seems to be a catch-all basketball hoop, just shoot the ball into that

net and it sweeps up everything. Nice way to go, scientists? (An "Aside": then they call the naturopaths the quacks! Truthfully, I

think that naturopathic medicine has far more insight and answers than mainstream. By far, to repeat).
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Do you have any suggestions if one fails this clotting test for the micro-clots? Anticoagulation herbs?  I have many friends and a

few family that took the 2 gene therapy stabs.
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Lovestosing6, As I recall they were actually feeding the poor cows distillery swill which, of course, the couldn’t produce anything

approaching healthy milk. It was also killing small children and babies who were given that as a primary nutrition. Your right it was

watery blue and barely could pass as milk. This was done in the name of saving money on feed.
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Scankat;  www.forbiddenhealingforum.com/forum-comments
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Fools gold brought many to ruin.
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for publishing this very informative article by Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi.  Dr. Bhakdi has been sounding the alarm early on

in this "crisis".   His research is consistent with other ethical scientists and doctors.  I would like to offer my fellow Mercolian's this.  The

Dalai Lama recommends the practice of "mental immunity" that we might be more useful to our brothers and sisters.  "Why worry?  If

there is something we can do about a situation, then do it."  The only real Freedom in this world is Peace of Mind.  Quietness and trust

enhance your awareness of Peace.  It does make a powerful statement in physiological and spiritual realm.  Personal peace is strength

and power.  Thich Nhat Hahn offers this exercise:  "Breathing in I calm my body.  Breathing out I smile."  May Peace be with you all this

day.
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Great point!  I Jnd myself waking up in the middle of the night worried, and that's not how we should be.  It's not how I was last year

at this time.  What changed?  Feeling like you're damned if you do and you're damned if you don't :( My friend offered that I should

listen to Joseph Prince on communion to gain peace of mind and peace of heart. My friends up at the health food store also talk

about destressing so we lower our cortisol levels.  That must be the fear factor I always hear about that causes a spike in heart

attacks in stuff when you just say the word pandemic. This is great, thank you!
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Right on.  Another thing to keep in mind is that even if they pull this off on a large scale, SOME healthy people will be needed to

carry on.  As FDR said, we've nothing to fear but fear itself, as fear is what got us here.  Courage and levelheadedness, and a lot of

humor will get us out.  Watch a few JP videos.  Stay the course, be healthy, everyone.  They will NEED us.
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mirandola - your comment reminds me of the saying:  "When the student is ready, the teacher appears".  I have also tried, in vain, to

educate & enlighten many, where these "vaccines" are concerned, as well as expose the myriad other lies (both by commission &

omission) that we have all been told since the beginning.  Having done a considerable amount of research & reading, I also tried to

forewarn them.  All to no avail.  Thankfully, I believe I have convinced a brother & his wife not to get a booster shot.  However, they did not

heed my initial warning not to get the "vaccines" in the Jrst place.  I have essentially given up.  It has now become an exercise in futility.
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That's the same situation I am in with my 5 adult sibs and their spouses. I've given up.
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Facebook calls out the Center for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH) for "faulty narratives" without "any evidence" against the defamed

"Disinformation Dozen."  Are the Tides Jnally starting to turn in America?

 www.naturalblaze.com/2021/08/disinformation-dozen-a-faulty-narrative-w..
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Beentheredonethat2 UK's neolib Labour fake leader, Starmer has had at least 2 meetings with them. It Jgures.
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I can't impart the proven facts to any of the people I meet.  They just can't take it in as they are so brainwashed with the

repetitiveness of the MSM the government instructions. Even though the CDC has said the PCR tests are _awed, or Fauci lied that

masks are not necessary and then masks are a must even two masks or the horrors or the gene vax. maiming people or causing

death.  Nothing will derail them from the singular track their mind is on.
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I just saw on a post from Erin that facebook admitted the calling out of the 12 was all bogus. But will they admit it in print for the

sheeple.
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A devastating and  chilling testimony from a front-line GP, Anne McLoskey  in Northern Ireland: (You tube removed the video so here it is

again on Rumble):  rumble.com/vlkevp-gp-in-ireland.html
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Wow…very powerful testimony…she oozes credibility.  Must watch.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 5:42:14 PM
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montmorency
Joined On 10/28/2011 9:11:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Video removed by YT for blah blah blah (for telling the truth, in other words). We really do live in a 1984 world. Here is one from

May 2021:  www.youtube.com/watch

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/23/2021 1:23:59 PM
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks montmorency.  I found the same video on Rumble- see above..  No wonder they took it off you tube.  It lets the cat out of

the bag.  Thanks for your link which is excellent.  Anne McLoskey is a real doctor, who puts patients Jrst.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/23/2021 2:58:48 PM
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jillwozhere
Joined On 12/27/2013 2:38:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great respect for Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi and Dr Mercola, for their tireless efforts to wake people up to what is the REAL story.  It's very

frustrating for everyone that can see clearly what is going on, to warn and try to educate people and Jnd it all falling on deaf ears due to

them believing only the lies of the real propagandists (our own governments and media) - yes it is hard to believe they are doing this to

us.  It's shocking that this is occurring world wide.  You and all those like you, are real heroes in my book.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 9:12:52 AM
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM
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"That is the mechanism for how we can survive viral infections of the lung, and this happens all the time. So, the lymphocytes, in contrast

to the antibodies, recognize many, many, many parts of the proteins. So, if a virus changes a little bit, it doesn't matter, because the waste

products that are recognized by the killer lymphocytes remain very similar. That is why all of us, and this is now known, all of us have

memory lymphocytes in our lymph nodes and lymphoid organs that are trained to recognize these coronaviruses. And whether or not a

mutant is there, it doesn't really matter, because they will recognize a mutant or variant.”  So does that mean that if we have had a severe

_u in the past, we may have some immunity to the corona, or am I not reading this correctly, which may be the case.:0)

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 8:33:58 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Luana, mainly caused by other coronavierus that cause the common cold to more serious diseases such as MERS) and SARS.

As Dr. Mercola has reported, the immune system is giving clear signals of immunity against COVID-19, even before the pandemic.

This research has studied the response to the virus of two subtypes of T cells: CD4 + T and CD8 + T. The former are cooperative;

initiating the response against the pathogen and are key to "immunological memory. The latter are cytotoxic, neutralizing cells

infected by the virus.

Among the groups studied, different percentages of people with speciJc T cells against SARS-CoV-2 were identiJed:  - 28% of

healthy people who did not suffer from COVID-19 and donated their blood before the pandemic. This percentage is similar to that

of other studies on the subject.  - 46% of healthy people who donated their blood during the pandemic.  - 67% in relatives of people

with COVID-19, exposed to the virus.  - 87% among patients convalescing from the disease, with mild symptoms.  - 100% in

patients with severe cases of COVID-19.

The dominant theory is that it is due to contact with other endemic coronaviruses, which are some of the pathogens that cause the

cold. This is what is called 'cross immunity. This could also explain why some people are asymptomatic or have less severe

conditions, although the available data are not suicient to conJrm this hypothesis. Likewise, the presence of T cells was detected

in 41% of convalescents who had tested negative for antibodies. The percentage goes up to 99% in people who have had

antibodies detected. This would suggest that the proportion of the population with immunity to COVID would be higher than

estimated by seroprevalence studies.www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0092867420310084   (2020)

reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0092867420310084?token=762F97A73FC9..  (2020)
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As Dr. Mercola also reported, an article published in medRxiv reported that antibodies reactive to SARS-CoV-2 were found in blood

samples taken from people in the UK between 2018 and early 2020, before COVID-19 spread. generalize in the country. The

authors not only found that people who had never had COVID-19 had IgG antibodies reactive with certain SARS-CoV-2 proteins, but

additional tests showed that these antibodies had a neutralizing effect on the SARS-CoV-2 peak. protein, suggesting that they

might restrict virus infection

One of the most surprising Jndings was that these antibodies were much more common in children between the ages of 1 and 16.

In fact, 60 percent of the children had neutralizing IgG antibodies, an order of magnitude higher than the proportion of adults.

Co-author Rupert Beale, an immunologist at the Francis Crick Institute in London, commented that this particular result was

completely unexpected - "kind of a bomb," as he put it. The authors write that children are generally more frequently exposed to

other coronaviruses, such as those that cause common colds. This could explain the prevalence of those IgG antibodies in your

blood. Notably, while Beale's team detected neutralizing IgG antibodies in some of their subjects, none of the healthy donors in

Thiel and his colleagues' study had reactive IgG antibodies, even though they did have reactive T cells. The Jndings are "really

interesting," says Sheena Cruickshank, an immunologist at the University of Manchester in the UK, by email. She notes that, in the

study, a different type of antibody that protects against SARS-CoV-2, IgA, was not detected in healthy individuals not exposed to

the new coronavirus. www.biorxiv.org/.../2020.05.14.095414v2
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The study, published in the journal Science, found that immune cells known as T cells that recognize the common cold

coronaviruses also recognize speciJc sites on SARS-CoV-2, including parts of the infamous "spike" protein. "which it uses to bind

to and invade human cells. This existing "memory" of the immune system may explain why some people have milder COVID-19

infections compared to others; however, the authors emphasize that this hypothesis is "highly speculative" and requires further

investigation to conJrm it. This is because exactly what role T cells play in the Jght against COVID-19 is unknown - T cells are just

one part of a complex collection of molecules and cells that make up our immune systems.

Dr. Alessandro Sette, a professor and fellow at the Center for Vaccines and Infectious Diseases at the La Jolla Institute in

California, said in a news release, "Immune reactivity can translate into different degrees of protection," Sette said in the statement.

"Having a strong T cell response or a better T cell response can give you the opportunity to mount a much faster and stronger

response" against COVID-19.

The new research builds on an earlier article from the same institute that showed that between 40% and 60% of people around the

world had cells in their immune system that reacted to SARS-CoV-2 despite never having been exposed to it. Knowing this, the

team set out to test the Jnding in a laboratory. They studied blood samples that were collected between 2015 and 2018 from

healthy individuals who had had a common cold and isolated their T cells, or cells that help the immune system Jght infection,

according to the study. The researchers learned of 142 different spots in the coronavirus that these T cells recognize.

science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2020/08/04/science.abd3871   www.eurekalert.org/.../ljif-etc080320.php  

www.miamiherald.com/.../article244776957.html
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The immune system could have developed its own way of dealing with the variants - "Essentially, the immune system is trying to

get ahead of the virus," says Michel Nussenzweig, an immunologist at Rockefeller University, who did some recent studies that

tracked down this phenomenon. The emerging idea is that the body maintains reserve armies of antibody-producing cells in

addition to the original cells that responded to the initial invasion of SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID. Over time, some

reserve cells mutate and produce antibodies that are better able to recognize new versions of the virus. T cells really are the

superstars in the Jght against COVID-19, but why are some of us so bad at producing them?

Incidentally, German researchers found that a staggering 81% of people had pre-existing T cells that cross-react with SARS-CoV-2

epitopes. This Jts with modeling done in May by Professor Friston of Imperial College, a world authority on mathematical

modeling of complex dynamic biological systems, indicating that around 80% to 50% of the populations of Germany and the United

Kingdom, respectively, are resistant to COVID-19:

Antibodies can only adhere to and help destroy pathogens outside of cells and can sometimes, paradoxically, enhance a

pathogen's ability to infect the cell through ADE or antibody-dependent "enhancement". It is only the T cell that can intelligently

detect and destroy pathogens within infected cells using "sensors" that detect foreign protein fragments.

www.scientiJcamerican.com/article/your-immune-system-evolves-to-Jght..  (2021) www.bmj.com/.../rr-6  (2021)
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Thanks much Gui, This may be a bit of good news to those of us who have suffered through a bad bout of _u or

pneumonia....maybe that is part of the reason some people have less severe symptoms when infected than others. Very

interesting and informative ...Thanks!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Luana. The history of coronaviruses as pathogens in humans dates back to the mid-1960s when they were Jrst isolated

from samples obtained from the respiratory tract of adults with symptoms of the common cold. These viruses, which belong to the

Orthoviridae Subfamily within the Coronaviridae Family of the Order Nidovirales, owe their name to the fact of having a spherical

shape from which spicules protrude that give them the appearance of a crown (similar to the solar corona).

THE 7 DIFFERENT TYPES OF CORONAVIRUS. Currently there are seven types of coronavirus that infect humans, four of them

(HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, HCoV-NL63 and HCoV-HKU1) are very common and some of them are present in the common cold along

with other agents. pathogens such as rhinoviruses, so it is estimated that a very high proportion of the population has developed

defenses against them, being mostly immunized. In addition to these four coronaviruses, three more have appeared more recently:

SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, More information in the links en.as.com/.../1585319003_056685.html  ~

coronavirusexplained.ukri.org/.../cad0003  ~ www.nationalgeographic.com.es/ciencia/siete-tipos-coronavirus-que-infe..
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So then if someone gets a bacterial pneumonia, do the antibodies work in the same way as with a viral pneumonia?...would

recovery from a bacterial pneumonia mean that the t-cells would still offer some sort of protection against a viral attack.

Antibiotics work for bacterial infections, but not viral...do the body's antibodies act the same way? thanks for your patience
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Luana, I understand that they are T and B cells, and the creation of antibodies by B cells, have two different ways to generate

defenses against coronaviruses and rhinoviruses. However, it is possible that immunity achieved by natural means may promote

overall immunity. A study published in February in Science evaluated the proliferation of antibodies, as well as T and B cells in 188

people who had had COVID-19. Although antibody titers decreased, memory T and B cells were present for up to eight months

after infection. Another study in a cohort of comparable size reported similar results in a preprint published in MedRxiv on April 27.

Monica Gandhi, an infectious disease doctor and professor of medicine at the University of California, San Francisco, says we have

evidence that T and B cells can confer lifelong protection against certain COVID-19-like diseases. A well-known 2008 Nature

article found that 32 people born in 1915 or earlier still retained some level of immunity against the 1918 strain of _u, within 90

years. "That's really deep," she says. An article published in July 2020 in Nature found that 23 patients who had recovered from

severe acute respiratory syndrome still had CD4 and CD8 T cells, 17 years after infection with SARS-CoV-1 in the 2003 epidemic.

10 In addition , some of those cells showed cross-reactivity against SARS-CoV-2, even though the participants reported no history

of having Covid-19. www.homesampling.ch/media/pdf/15/58/3e/science-mag-2021-01-immunologic..  (2021) ~

www.nature.com/.../s41577-020-00436-4  (2021) ~ www.cebm.net/covid-19/what-is-the-role-of-t-cells-in-covid-19-infectio..

 (2021) ~ www.akadeum.com/blog/an-inside-look-at-the-role-of-t-cells-and-b-cells..  (2021)
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Protection after the injection does exist. Bromelain along with NAC will effectively neutralize the S protein. Given that messenger rna is

fragile and broken down once it has performed its function, continuing bromelain and NAC should clean up the system. This is probably

why NAC was removed from the shelves and requires a health practitioner for access. It is also probably why 'They' now are pushing the

boosters. The weapon hasn't worked as well as hoped. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33800932   "The Combination of Bromelain and

Acetylcysteine (BromAc) Synergistically Inactivates SARS-CoV-2" www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7811777   "Bromelain inhibits

SARS‐CoV‐2 infection via targeting ACE‐2, TMPRSS2, and spike protein" By the by, NAC is a reducing agent for graphene oxide.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30892320   "Biocompatible N-acetyl cysteine reduces graphene oxide and persists at the surface as a green

radical scavenger"
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BrianFraser
Joined On 6/17/2020 3:32:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a link that does not lip the right side of the text: newsvoice.se/.../57-scientists-study-covid-vaccinations
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian your name seems familiar. Are you in politics at all?
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jlksthompson
Joined On 5/18/2015 4:38:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't help but see that what was done to our poor canine companions is now in the works for humans.  Repeated vaccines destroying

their immune systems while they are also given poisons for prevention of other diseases.  It worked, people went along and now most

dogs die from cancer.  That seems to be the fate intended for those people who blindly accept these vaccines.  Unvaccinated dogs can't

cross borders, can't become service dogs, etc. etc. etc.   Unvaccinated people will be subjected to the same rules.  They "got you by the

short hairs", even those who distrust the vaccine will get it in order to visit loved ones in another country.  How do the unvaccinated Jght

those with the power to control everything including the media and their propaganda?  How long will they be able to hold out when

ostracized by friends, family and basically the rest of the population?  I'd really like to know how the majority of people can be so trusting

that they don't question anything, don't see what is happening, actually congratulate each other on getting the jabs?
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cats are dying from all those vaccinations, too.  Nowadays, having a license to practice Veterinary Medicine is like having a license

to print money. "Chronic remunerative medicine", it's called.  Find a natural-medicine-oriented veterinarian if you can.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the vaccines and the toxic fake processed pet food industry are making your pets horribly sick too, the same way they make

humans sick for proJt. It's a business model, crisis capitalism, create a health crisis in each person and pet, and watch the money

roll in as people seek relief or remedy from an illness being caused to them, on fucking purpose!
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sawmillcreek20centurytel
Joined On 6/6/2021 2:38:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazing that no one has come forward yet to dispute the facts of the video in the comments, probably because they can't. The dilemma

that we physicians are in: Doctor says don't take the shots or series of shots: Patient doesn't take the shot and the family claims he died

of covid (no evidence)-family goes after the doctor. Patient takes the shot and physician recommends patient not get second and patient

dies from ADE, they sue the doctor because he didn't get the full course, or the booster etc etc.  I have received letters, etc from all the

different State Medical Boards I have licenses in pushing me to recommend and/or give the vaccines. Physicians are losing their right to

practice medicine if they are taking a stand against the shots. 29 years of schooling and this is why I might lose my license, by taking a

stand. Fear is present on all sides and the consequences of any decision are dire. We are heading for a monumental train wreck. Time is

not on our side especially involving children.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just yesterday my son and I each received an emergency notiJcation on our phones informing us that for a limited time the local health

authorities were paying $100 to anyone getting a covid shot. So threats weren't working well enough and they have now resorted to

bribes.  These bribes will be the most enticing to the low income, the very same people who can't afford to treat the long term disabilities

that these jabs may cause.  Absolutely immoral.
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of the poor are entitled to Medicaid, which is said to pay for their medical needs. It's free. If some become disabled, then

their access to free Medicaid doctor exams could help them win disability beneJts.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The irony that the fraudulent banking cartels can create enought fake Jat currency to bribe bankrupt health care systems into

committing murder for kickbacks, and to pay for people to commit vaccine suicide, but the same fraudulent bankers won't make

enough Jat currency to pay for the pensions and beneJts owed citizens by their bankrupt governments is a daming indictment of

the level of pure malevolent evil at play.
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Sucharit.  You are 1000% correct.  I know someone who got the shot and died from a stroke. I am friends with a microbiologist

who is horriJed by what's happening. spingolaspeaks.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/the-poisoned-needle.pdf
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaxxers will say that his stroke, following vaccination, is only a coincidence. It's the same thing that happened to famous baseball

star Hank Aaron, who died about 18 days after a COVID vaccination. Media nor family attribute his death to the vaccination even

though he was in good health until the vaccination.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the link to The Poisoned Needle.  But even McBean didn't quite catch on to the connection between peak use of

paralytic pesticides such as arsenates, DDT, and lindane to the outbreaks.   That was covered up very thoroughly then, just as the

issues with the COVID jabs and the truth about COVID itself are covered up now.
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jca652041
Joined On 8/25/2014 12:54:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would love to get more information on the shedding aspect of the vaccines. When I Jrst heard about it I kind of ignored it though I’m

aware it happens with other vaccines. I was in close proximity to a freshly vaccinated friend for two weeks and developed a horrendous

case of shingles and then a pretty nasty cold. I wasn’t under extreme stress, he wasn’t actively ill….the whole thing struck me as

extremely odd except so many vaccinated individuals develop shingles. I haven’t seen any studies or even a good conversation on

shedding from the shots. Thoughts anyone?
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.brighteon.com/a39081f7-59cd-415a-8233-f4a24b655b54
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know - I keep Jghting swollen glands (I never get swollen glands!) - and if I didn't know better, the circles under my eyes (is

that a sign of kidney issues?) and the exhaustion I feel -are signs of me Jghting constantly (vax'd spouse) ... I can't seem to pop

out of this haze.  I'm afraid to say yes to going places because my energy seems to wear out and I'm actually scared of being

stuck.  This is all new for me because I was the one always pushing to go go go ...  I did see a lecture on an 80 page document

from The Department of Homeland Security that speaks to transmission from vax'd to unvax'd, she said it's a real thing, they do

know it for a fact.     I wish I had the page up so I could link it!
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems like one thing that you don't get when a 'vaccinated' person sheds the spike protein is the graphene oxide. I think you're

supposed to use the same solutions when you catch something from shedding as if you actually had Covid. I hope you feel well

soon.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just as a note ~ I had covid early on in Hawaii where I shared a hotel and a elevator with many mainland Chinese and as a side

effect I had shingles, not a bad case as I had taken the shingles vaccine.  No I haven't gotten the shot/jab.
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jca652041
Joined On 8/25/2014 12:54:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou, I’m not vaccinated myself. Are you saying that those of us in proximity to vaccinated individuals follow the protocol? I

mostly already am and have been since the start. I recovered fully though it was a brutal couple of weeks. The most signiJcant

thing I was prepared with and did was the nebulized Hydrogen Peroxide due to my lung condition. The chest pressure was relieved

immediately and I feel this was signiJcant in getting me out of the woods quickly. Other than lung issues which I deal with daily

anyways, I never had any other BS-19 symptoms. I believe I just had a plain, old fashioned cold.
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gle9078
Joined On 7/28/2021 4:23:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A little confused all these comments are from 8/22/21 when article only just posted 09/05/21
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am one of those who commented on 8/22, but it was to a different article.  What is going on here?
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The article is a “repost” ya’ll.
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zumbacjg
Joined On 4/18/2020 11:56:33 AM
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We have hundreds of examples in medicine & agriculture where a proposed solution turns out to have catastrophic ramiJcations (on

humans and/or to the earth): Thalidomide, DDT, glyphosate, Agent Orange, BPA, Guardasil, Te_on, _uoride, fenPhem, vioxx, Seldane... The

list goes on. Drug manufacturers J&J, PJzer, Moderna, BioNtech were quick to develop their vaccines & not at all hesitant to try out a new

vaccine delivery system using MNra. What are the risks to pregnant women? How many spike proteins are produced, over how long a

time? What organs could be damaged by the uptake of synthetic spike proteins? What damage might be done to the vascular system by

the synthetic spike protein? Could the vaccines lead to the development of autoimmune diseases? Might the vaccinated be more

susceptible to SARS-COV-2 (ADE)? Might the vaccines throw the immune system into Jre Jghting mode, allowing latent pathogens to

develop into disease (e.g. shingles, Guillain-Barre)? None of these questions were answered or even conceived of during the trials. We’re

Jnding out these answers because of the worldwide experiment with people willingly offering themselves to be experimented upon.

The drug manufacturers cannot be held liable for injury from these vaccines. Doing the simplest risk/reward analysis on taking the

vaccine should convince people of the wisest choice. You will never see an advertisement by a drug manufacturer to get people healthy

to the point they do not need drugs for diabetes, high cholesterol, heart disease, COPD, obesity, high blood pressure, Chrons, Lupus, etc.

Drug manufacturers make money off sick people. I have stopped trying to talk to the vaccinated about the risks of the vaccine. I Jnd most

of them to be hysterical. The propaganda has worked to turn the unvaccinated into the enemy. Only when bad outcomes from the

vaccines start becoming too obvious to ignore will people realize they unwittingly became lab rats & possibly their progeny.
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That is exactly how I read it now.  The hoodwinked will just have to Jnd out for themselves the hard way, and many are bound to die

for their beliefs.  Though I still dish out what I consider to be the most easily digestible morsels of the lowest-hanging fruit to

prime believers to be skeptical, without challenging the overall belief.
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Interesting how much time doctors are putting in to stop folks from using veterinarian Ivermectin that is available and so cheap.  Ever

noticed anyother medication that had weight and amount accordingly on the prescription?  Notice on the box it say this amount is for a

1250 pound horse. That's 112.5 mg.  So if you have a horse that weighs half that 625 lbs, you would give half the tube and so on.  Same

with any animal or human you would give the amount according to weight.  Goes both ways, if your horse or cow weighed half again the

1250 lbs you would have to buy 2 tubes and give one tube and a half of the other one.  If you have tablets, take your weight times .09 and

take that many mg.   I'm no doctor so this is what I do, but you do what you think best.
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It's called fraud, the media is defrauding the viewers with grotesque lies and fabrications, who owned the media,

Rothschilds...Zionists. Turn off your TV, stop listening to these liars and you will not be confused by their utter bullshit propaganda.
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I've heard warnings about not taking Ivermectin meant for livestock as it may be contaminated with potentially toxic impurities.

 Why would any medicine be contaminated with impurities? Oh yeah, medicine meant for humans is frequently contaminated too!

 BTW, I've been using ivermectin labeled for cattle as a heartworm preventative for my dogs for over 30 years.  No heartworms, no

adverse side effects, and a whole lot cheaper than Heartgard.
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Darzoum,  I agree that its the same folks posting the same thoughts and I respect their right to do so. We must be careful though because

I have seen families broken apart, taking sides, especially by those that have taken the shots and you not agreeing with them. Thankfully

around here they are in the minority.  Many times in trying to educate our friends and family, instead, we scare them by saying the shots

will kill you after they have already taken them.  Remember the old time preachers saying everyones going to hell but me? Their

congregations died out.

Since 90 something % will recover naturally without the shots why not just keep our mouths shut and let each do what they think is right.

 We have delivered food to family members that would not meet us for fear of being in too close contact and left it on the front porch. If

they are that scared of the shots just think how scared they must be of dying.  Maybe a long time thinking of our values and of living and

dying needs adjusting also.
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The brainwashed are hopeless groupthink fools, they get violent in their efforts to force the fraudulent narrative down everyone's

throats, and it's bloody infuriating. Telling them the truth, no matter how uncomfortable that might seem, keeps you walking the

path of the Lord, and allows you, to still be able to live with yourself, knowing you practiced honesty, in good faith, and that your

moral compass is in good order despite living in a world permeated with lies, fraud, and mass murder. Don't be afraid to speak the

truth, for that is your sheild, walk the righteous path, even though it is a longer, harder path to walk, it's the path that leads to

salvation... The groupthink path, is crowded with fools lying to themselves and it clearly leads off a cliff into damnation...
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I don't like being bullied about my choice not to get vaccinated, nor will I bully anyone about choosing to get vaxed. If they have not

yet received the jab but plan to, I may point out some facts that they may want to consider before receiving the shot.  For those

who have already been "vaccinated" with a mRNA shot, I may gently point out that they aren't protected from getting sick, but if

they do get sick, the severity of their symptoms "might" be reduced.  No need to scare them, the damage has already been done.
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Does anyone here really think that any vaccine, of any sort, truly protects you from an illness in any meaningful sense?
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Ever heard of Smallpox?
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@LazarusLong.  Ever read the real history of vaccines, including that of the smallpox innoculation?

vaccinechoicecanada.com/speciJc-vaccines/smallpox-a-historical-perspe..  Excerpt: Not only had poor sanitation and nutrition lay

the foundation for disease, it was also compulsory smallpox vaccination campaigns in the late 19th and early 20th centuries that

played a major role in decimating the populations of Japan (48,000 deaths), England & Wales (44,840 deaths, after 97 per cent of

the population had been vaccinated), Scotland, Ireland, Sweden, Switzerland, Holland, Italy, India (3 million—all vaccinated),

Australia, Germany (124,000 deaths), Prussia (69,000 deaths—all revaccinated), and the Philippines. The epidemics ended in cities

where smallpox vaccinations were either discontinued or never begun, and also after sanitary reforms were instituted (Most

notably in Munich-1880, Leicester-1878, Barcelona-1804, Alicante-1827, India-1906, etc.).
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Add as Friend  Send Message

For so-called viral illnesses, no, none at all. For illnesses apparently caused by bacteria, I am slightly more open-minded, although

by no means 100% convinced. FWIW, I've not had the "Covid-19" "vaccine", and will not do so, unless forced to at gun-point.
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@Montmorency.  I see what you are saying.  But even bacterial "infections" - are the bacteria the cause or the effect?  Well, they are

the cause in a superJcial sense:  the cells are weakened or toxic, and mother nature sends in a process to burn it all off and renew

those sick cells and therefore, us.  But bacteria doesn't just drop on us for no reason.  (You already get that!) I too am a refuse-nik.

 But I don't think they will necessarily come at me with their needle at gunpoint.  They will just make it impossible to buy food or

gasoline for the car or, really, anything.  Our food will likely be seized from our pantries and refrigerators.  Anyone ever heard of the

holodomor in Ukraine  of 1933?   Didn't someone here mention cannabis as a possible anti-vax treatment?  I hope it doesn't mean

the kind you smoke and it makes you stupid, but, rather, the denatured oil.
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The link provided by Horsea, to Vaccine Choice of Canada, says that "the worldwide in_uenza epidemic of 1918-19 ... killed 20

million following the administration of anti-typhoid inoculations. And that the smallpox epidemic in the Philippines "came after the

culmination of a ruthless 15-year compulsory vaccination campaign by the U.S. [occupiers], in which the native population—young

and old— were forcibly vaccinated (several times), literally against their will. . . . " The article shows that vaccines had little or

nothing to do with the declining mortality rate in the 18th and 19th centuries. Instead, diseases were eradicated by improvements

in sanitation and nutrition (and eventually, the discovery of microbes in the 19th century). The vaccine industry is very old and

entrenched and won't cease and desist without a Jght.
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Yes, having worked as a Vet Tech, Parvo and Rabies are deJnitely two that come to mind, although I personally believe that annual

boosters are too much, if needed at all, and there are other vaccines given that do more harm than good.  Just need to do your

research.
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Not all the "vaxxed" would have wonderful lives ahead of them. This hysteria has revealed a surprising number of self absorbed,

antisocial cranks who hate life. Hence their unquestioning support of lockdown. They prefer isolation to human contact, screens to hugs,

and zealously support the brutality of lockdown because they have always been closet sociopaths with sadistic streaks who enjoy others'

suffering from the nightmare dystopia THEY want. No loss if that kind all drop dead.
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These are the ones that's didn't survive the traumatizing brainwashing in Marxist thinking from university... Those of us who

refuted and dismissed that nonsense, ended up ostracized from the professions we sought to join with our degrees, because we

didn't demonstrate the level of blind acceptance of the fraud we were expected to embrace as truth...
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lovestosing6, What I am seeing, and your post is further proof, is that a great many people who are holding out against this insanity are

suffering what we might describe as stress. There are three conditions that can be confused with one another: Anxiety, stress and

depression. Let’s deal with stress. The very best way to remove stress is to keep your gut in top condition and you can do that very easily

by eating fermented vegetables. I make my own. (Plenty of info on the web). Sounds crazy I know but your gut produces more serotonin

than your head and it is transferred directly via the Vagus nerve to your brain. Fermented vegetables are the number one food for keeping

us healthy.

Number two, stop the intake of ALL forms of sugar, which is in abundant supply in soft drinks, colas, etc. ALL. You will be amazed at how

your body craves this poison but when you get past the carving, for which I recommend cold teas of whatever variety you like, you will

become much calmer. Number three, drastically reduce your wheat intake. That means bread, pizza, cookies, cakes, etc. It is really hard

to Jnd snacks that don’t contain either sugar or wheat but raw vegetable are a great alternative and easy to manage. With just a little bit

of thought you can work it out. It is, I believe, critical that we who resist must maintain our health so that we have the strength and

endurance capacity to Jnally beat these criminals. The tide is turning. But we still have a good two years of war in front of us. We win by

surviving so let us stay strong so that we can, Jnally, exact justice.
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Watson, how are you calculating "we still have a good two years of war in front of us"??? Biden has 3+ years left...
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For people who don’t want to give up bread, I suggest sprouted bread in the freezer section.  All I eat. Also, at my health food store

they have pastas made from chickpeas, lentils, black beans, etc.  Boil water and make a _avored tea by putting in frozen fruit.

 Simmer.  Strain.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM
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I would strongly advise adding processed seed oils to your list.  They are far more dangerous than sugar.
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brucetrago
Joined On 5/31/2011 9:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great strategies...using the PCR test to manipulate numbers....now the ADE cases can be explained as more dangerous mutated SARS

viruses.   The deception will only end when....what needs to happen for the majority of our people to see this deception.
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os00
Joined On 8/18/2010 3:11:24 PM
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Three things need to be proven further. Vaccine effects on miscarriage and how the shots create variants and ADE. These are potent

factors to help discredit the vaccine. Women affected by miscarriage linking the shot to their trauma can wake people up a little. Deaths

of adults are ignored Variant creation and ADE are very key as well...
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pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM
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Many people i know believe the government. They will hear nothing from me even when I share info from any or all of our Doctors

speaking out. Its hard to just sit by and watch them get in line for another shot or keel over. 

😫
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Know why they believe the evil government? Because they are evil themselves. So they support policies in the hopes that they will

harm others.
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25d5313
Joined On 5/29/2019 6:19:47 AM
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Just released Aug. 21st 2021 on BITCHUTE.COM (www.bitchute.com/.../jiRpTBZBxXWH ), Dr. David E. Martin drops Shocking Covid Info

on Canadians. Shocking info about our Justin Trudeau's involvement in the pandemic.  He's been under Jre about why the level 4 bio lab

in Winnipeg Manitoba was shut down just before the pandemic and 2 Chinese scientists Jred, sent back to China and took some of the

most highly contagious pathogens back to Wuhan.  I'm sure he called this election,  hoping to get a majority win because we are a

minority government now, Trudeau can't stop an investigation.  

Dr. David Martin released all the information about the nano particles for the vaccine were made at a lab in Vancouver months before the

pandemic and Trudeau was involved in the making of covid vaccines.  The way our Prime Minister is campaigning for this election,  I

knew he had strong ties to China. His slogan is "there will be consequences for the unvaccinated " and if he gets a majority government

 we are in trouble.  He has the army chief on TV daily explaining to Canadians that for the Jrst time in Canadian history mail in votes will

be in the millions  and may take  days or weeks to count??? Sound familiar? I'm sure all the mai in votes will be for Justin Trudeau.  The

Plandemic isn't over.
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mettalaw
Joined On 2/10/2014 1:57:28 AM
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Suppose they held an election and nobody came?
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datwood
Joined On 10/9/2013 6:43:44 AM
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www.bitchute.com/.../m6ngPbVlV7AC
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM
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I’m A fellow Canadian too and the only thing I can think of is that Trudeau must’ve been guaranteed 100% that he would win this

election, otherwise why take the huge risk of calling an early election in a perceived pandemic?  He must have guarantees that he

will win his goal of a majority government for the next four years….of course that means forever because by the time the fourth

year comes around Canada will no longer exist. The only way I can see making hopefully some change is to vote for the People’s

party of Canada. I think it’s led by either Maxine Bernier or Derek Sloan in the west #PPC
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BC here... I have to say, seeing Trudeau's bus hounded by patriots wherever he goes truly makes me happy......  :-)
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Draker7
Joined On 9/2/2021 12:24:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm curious why there is not more  testing of vaccinated people for clotting by using  the D-Dimer lab test.  I see it mentioned occasionally,

but have not heard about any actual testing results. Would that not be helpful in making public the risks of the "vaccine?"
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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That is a very good question.  Thus far, I've only seen 2 references: one from Canadian Dr. Charle Hoffe, who found evidence of

clotting in 62% of his patients who got the jabs (but no results prior to the jabs), and another reference on the Astra-Zeneca jabs,

which only found 6%, but didn't say how long after the jabs the tests were administered (Hoffe said it has to be within 7 days, but

didn't explain why).
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For vaccine regret remedies, go to around mid article where is says Voila! for remedies.  These are backed up by other articles I've read,

but there is alot online so do your homework. spikedetox.blogspot.com/2021/06/possible-ways-to-neutralize-covid-vaxx..
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM
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you're wonderful!.. will save this for those that might wake up in the mean time.  Thank you :-)
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

chiamiller, I'm happy to hear someone will help me pass this info along, as I'm hoping many begin asking.  We all know the problem

ad nauseum, I'm focusing on solutions.  Worrying and fretting doesn't change anything.  I have sent an email to Dr. Mercola

imploring him to share his thoughts about possible reversal remedies.
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM
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If he graduated from medical school in 1970 he has to be at least 8 years older than I am.  I'm 70.  He does not look close to 80 so this

guy knows what to eat for health and I am being conservative.  I don't know how old he was when he went to medical school or how long

he was in school.  He is sharp as a tack and looks closer to 50.  I think everyone should listen closely to whatever he says.
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Play dumb games win dumb prizes. Why doesn’t Rand Paul or Dr. M. sue the FDA and force them to defend this emergency use in court?

I’ll donate to the legal fund.
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Hillpat99
Joined On 5/26/2017 7:35:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My parents are 91 and 89.  They both were vaccinated last May.  Since then, my Dad with no previous cancer history just had a one inch

 Squamous cell carcinoma removed from his arm and my Mother has mouth ulcers and her Macular Degeneration went from slow acting

zero blindness to 30% blindness.  There are other issues but I just wanted to post this for the record.
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Research vaccine regret remedies.  I include one of many online. www.lewrockwell.com/.../jab-remorse
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ellobogrande
Joined On 11/19/2009 10:52:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FDA approved PJzer vaccine today. The trials were supposed to end April 6, 2023. How can this be done legally? Can people now sue

PJzer and the government if injured now that it's approved? Can they now force it on the population? God help us if this gives cause to

mandate these jabs.
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micfo07
Joined On 10/18/2010 12:51:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am open and what they're aying seems to be correct, but, maybe im dumb or something, but how come theres so fewer death and

hospitalization now than there was when almost no one was vaccinated? Maybe most of what theyre saying here about the vaccine is

true, but it seems to at least greatly reduce the risks of death/hospitalisation, no? I'm open to both sides and very suspicious of both at

the same time. Its the only way to be independent minded..
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NaturalGrace
Joined On 3/1/2018 9:09:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seasonal effects .. higher vitamin D levels in the summer are protective. Natural immunity rising in the population. Many of my

associates, my husband and I, neighbours etc. experienced classic symptoms of asymptomatic COVID in the fall of 2020 in our

area. There may be a lot more natural immunity than previously thought.
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micfo07
Joined On 10/18/2010 12:51:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NaturalGrace: Do the antibody test has a good chance of being reliable (serology)? I know the gov says its unreliable, but is it? I

think i might have gotten covid 2 months before it was announced. Am doing the serology test tomorrow. Hopefully i already got

covid way back. cheers
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buitre ch
Joined On 3/31/2021 6:51:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you 100000000000 times
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm guessing all those people who have been given the rubbish non choice of either keeping their jobs and being forced into being

vaccinated, or losing their jobs, will be entering multiple class action lawsuits against thousands of companies and government agencies

around the world.
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rsn9872
Joined On 1/12/2019 11:11:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And they will lose their lawsuits.  Almost everyone is giving a choice of vaccine or mandatory periodic testing.
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No great surprise there - at the end of the interview, there is a huge concern about how these vaccines will affect long term fertility - now

one really starts to realise how this will aid those eugenicists who want a far lower global population, will have their way, not just by killing

millions earlier than they would normally have died, but also preventing many people from having children.
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mariapropst1208
Joined On 3/9/2017 11:28:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, Thank you for your relentless energy spent on helping us take control of our health.. This article was so informative... !!

 Sadly, my little niece who needed to go to college would only allow her to enroll if she got the jab..... She wants to teach the deaf ... that is

and was her only wish in life... and now I fear that that might not happen... We must never give up Hope....But I needed to post this... I

have been listening to your advice for over 20 years now, and can not thank you ENOUGH for all you do.!! God Bless You Dr Mercola....!!!
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11sweetie11
Joined On 12/20/2017 1:43:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

connecting various vaccines and their damage is even  more concerning. the polio vaccine gave millions of us sv40. sv40 has been

showing up in many cancers. the MRNA vaccine reduces killer lymphocytes  that keep the sv40 in check. now we have a symbiosis of

vaccines causing human  peril.
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PathNotes
Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nigeria (211M people, 1.0 % vaccinated), has fewer COVID deaths than the state of Oregon (4M people, 57.0% vaccinated). Edited:  Covid

data source:  www.worldometers.info/coronavirus   Vaccination rate source for Nigeria:  ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations  

Vaccination rate source for Oregon:  Same as above.  Google "Oregon vaccination rate"
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elidumitru
Joined On 2/17/2012 1:14:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please post your source for this claim.
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janelleg123
Joined On 6/14/2007 7:25:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The loss of the ability to choose is so scary. I live in Oregon and our governor just mandated that all healthcare workers and all k-12

teachers, staff, and volunteers be vaccinated. I am a teacher. I do not know if my district will allow any types of exemptions, but if not I’m

looking at not being able to work anymore after October. This is so frightening.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look into online teaching or tutoring?
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richardmillard
Joined On 1/13/2019 3:35:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola: I value all you are doing. I realise that the USA has no experience with the Oxford vaccine but it is frustrating that you almost

always refer to "THE" COVID vaccine when it seems to me that you are generally talking about the mRNA gene-based vaccines of PJzer

and Modena and not the more traditional approach that the Oxford adenovirus-based vaccine uses. I am as concerned as you that

“Gene-based vaccines are an absolute danger to mankind and their use at present violates the Nuremberg codex, such that everyone who

is propagating their use should be put before tribunal,” as Dr Bhakdi says. I urge you to make more effort to differentiate the different

types of vaccine for those of us in the general public who are seeking to get impartial and clear information on this fraught subject. many

thanks for your courage in the face of adversity   -Richard
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is unclear whether this is an inherent problem with the injection of mRNA and a recurrent problem with vaccination, or whether this was

part of the plan for the jab all along. Gates is a major advocate for universal and if necessary forcible vaccination, and is also a fanatical

advocate of population reduction and of draconian measures to combat global warming such as dimming the sun and lowering global

temperature. There would be no better way to drastically reduce the world population than another Ice Age and a famine. Widespread and

prolonged adverse effects from the jab would collapse the economy, and a collapsed economy is just what Schwab needs in order to put

through his communist-fascist "Great Reset" melange. As for Soros, anything that cripples the United States is just Jne with him, and he

stands to make as much money from shorting the stocks of collapsing companies this time as he has done all the times before since he

got his start as a young kapo removing gold from teeth,
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arunge
Joined On 12/20/2020 12:33:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Again--lots of talk about stuff we already know and believe.  How are we going to stop it?   What are we doing TODAY to unite and stop

this?  We need to move out of the information and discussion stage and into the action stage!
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rho8977
Joined On 3/15/2017 3:07:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly speaking out is key! But look at what happens when it is done. So but how can we make this move when they have the

majority, the upper hand...those who speak out get shut down. Who are we to turn to for action. Not sure if your a doctor, but they

would seem to be the ones that would make that difference. but then licensed would be lost and more damage can be done I

would think. Dark web, social media, news...banned or shut down.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are many lawsuits beginning locally and internationally.

 kyma.com/cnn-regional/2021/08/13/lawsuit-involving-1200-Jrst-responde..  ~ 

www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/students-sue-over-california-universitys-cov..

 ~ americasfrontlinedoctors.org/press_releases/frontline-doctors-Jle-civ..

 ~ americasfrontlinedoctors.org/legal_articles/dr-reiner-fuellmichs-class..
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

arunge, to do that you need to get those organisations that are already in existence to become active. Labour unions, community

groups, health clubs, etc. That's the focus. Get them to take it on. As individuals the monsters have made pretty damned sure we

are powerless. Lemmings will follow the leader, any leader, as long as the banner reads, "Leader".
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://youtu.be/DXBGH3hG6kU  Good suggestion from Dr Anne McCloskey: get lea_ets printed and hand them out. She is

offering to supply them.
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signs9
Joined On 2/22/2013 4:13:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since I'm retired, I have less contact with people than I did before.  So while the weather is nice I try to get out as much as possible....for

me it is mentally uplifting. Yesterday morning I went to my local weekly farmer's market.  It's a large outdoor area in a Jeld and the booths

are spaced far apart.  I saw a woman there that I had not seen for several years and didn't recognize her at Jrst.  For one thing she had

put on some signiJcant weight and was wearing a mask (the only one among everyone that I saw there).  She was also a good 8-9 feet

away from me and when she waved I said hi and as I started to walk towards her just to say hello she started to take huge steps

backwards and away.  Needless to say I just smiled, didn't stop to chat and continued to go past her towards the next booth.  She

appeared to be one of those who is so brainwashed, she is afraid to be even within 6 feet outdoors around others....I don't know how she

conducted any transactions without being in total fear.
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tomfrank2
Joined On 7/29/2021 8:40:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She might have read about the Watershed festival for music in George,WA a couple of weeks ago.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a "friend" who doesn't leave the house without his 6' stick which he carries horizontally to keep people the required

distance..... moron.
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signs9
Joined On 2/22/2013 4:13:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@tomfrank, You think so?  Maybe she should never leave the house and only have groceries delivered.  We were outdoors with a

breeze & far apart.
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mushyp3a
Joined On 11/23/2009 12:39:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I actually have huge sympathy for this woman. She has developed mental issues because of this and she is far from being the only

one. I hear about and see people like this all the time, mainly elderly. I am sure she does not want to live like this but is now

terriJed. The government and media are largely to blame for this. I suffered myself last year - became very anxious and found it

hard to get out and about again this year but have really pushed myself to do so. Sites like this one have really helped me a lot too.

When the pandemic Jrst started I believed everything in the press about it and frankly was scared. I am extremely grateful to Dr.

Mercola and the good people posting on here to turn me around and help me through this. Now I am far more concerned about the

vaccine and what is going on in society, the relentless pushing for us to have this and the erosion of our liberties.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mushyp3a, 5G EMF radiation poisoning, causes anxiety, depression and sleep interference... Everyone in range of the towers, will

be negatively affected.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The greatest scam is regarding people who just got the jabs as "unvaccinated", especially in the light of the statistics that overwhelmingly

indicate increased death rates attributed to COVID just following the jabs.   If the jab increases the immediate vulnerability to a disease or

side-effects that mimic it to a greater degree than it protects, what good is it at all?
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we want our freedoms back, be prepared to do very uncomfortable things, strategically and tactically. If you're not armed, you should

be, if you don't know where all the 5G towers are within walking distance, Jnd out, you will need to burn those down for self defense, then,

you will need to go on the offensive, pharmaceutical industry infrastructure, banking infrastructure, media infrastructure, university

infrastructure, all of the institutions that are conspiring to commit mass murder, make sure they have no electricity or fuel supplies,

nothing, burn it all down, leave the building intact for investigating their crimes, but destroy their transformers and gas regulators with

clinical sabotage. Rounding up the ring leaders of the Council of 300, and the co-conspirators to bring us justice, will be the last stage in

mopping up this mess.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This massive fraud, was laid upon the foundation of another massive fraud, 'Germ Theory'. The idea that exosomes, produced by your

immune system to target toxins for excretion from the body, are some how 'contageous' is patently false and the corrupt medical

profession ought to be aware of this reality. The fact that the "vaccines" are designer bioweapon platforms for facilitating neuronal

interface architecture into the brain, and that the genetic alteration components are lethal weaponized prions is proof of a conspiracy to

commit genocide from all the companies involved in this massive fraud, governments as well, at all levels, and it stems from government

bankruptcy, from fraudulent banking cartels, who have convinced governments that it's a good idea to kill the population you can no

longer afford to provide pensions and beneJts for, because of a shortage of Jat currency, which amounts to mass murder over the

engineered scarcity of an imaginary substance, Jat currency.

The biggest fraud ever, is the idea that there is somehow not enough of this 'imaginary substance' to pay off the interest owing on loans

created out of thin air, in an act of Jnancial fraud, perpetuated over the last 200 years. People are being made sick by EMF radiation

poisoning exposure, not some imaginary 'virus', all to facilitate the murder of the human population, to cover up for the Jnancial fraud of

the issuance of another fraudulent imaginary substance, Jat currency. Imagine that! This genocide has been orchestrated by bankers!

Murdering the victims of their fraud to try and escape the justice of their original crime against humanity, they have doubled down with an

even great crime against humanity, mass genocide, and they are playing the victims off against each other to achieve this evil goal. This

is the whole basis for this offense against humanity, covering up one fraud, with another, even more murderous fraud. There is no 'covid'...

But there are murderers, called bankers.
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HollyBerries
Joined On 3/27/2021 5:49:21 PM
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Every time I see Relative Risk I never know what he is comparing the relative risk to.
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Karthika
Joined On 7/29/2021 12:49:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

http://www.vigiaccess.org/  and www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3heFBIUCF0&list=LL&index=1&t=9s  pls check this..My husband's vitamin

D and his B12 also drastically reduced after the Jrst shot
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the Covid vaccine is given in the US, the technicians administrating the vaccines are not taught to aspirate. The result is sometimes

the vaccine is injected into a blood vessel instead of the muscle. In that case, the vaccine immediately travels to the heart and the rest of

the body bypassing the lymph nodes. That will be a health disaster to the victim. Of course, there is no liability to the government, the

vaccine company, or the organization giving the vaccines.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM
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"How can the physicians and scientists of the world bear to listen to all this nonsense?”      Indeed!
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The same way they listened to all the nonsense in medical school; group think, peer pressure and by being rewarded for

demonstrating 'faith' in the fraud that is germ theory...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/6/2021 12:47:14 AM
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was just thinking; so they're screaming from the rooftops they want ALL of us to take the clot shot, right?..  However, didn't the Red

Cross say they cannot take blood donations from the ones who took it?....They have destroyed their immune system so their blood is not

suitable. Who will be left to donate blood?  Serious question.  Another way to destroy life?... as there will be life saving treatments or

surgeries that will not be able to be performed.  Am I wrong here in my thinking or am I close?.... Shouldn't they want a certain amount of

people to be 'clean' to continue to save lives or will they keep some of their ivermectin treated, jab free refugees for that?....

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/5/2021 11:42:22 AM
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Jackaroni
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Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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Maybe those of us who didn't take the jab can sell our blood for a premium to the "vaccinated" who bullied us for not following their

lead.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're describing a paradox, the idea that a collection of for-proJt companies would actually care about your health, when they

only proJt from you if you're sick, in a 'health care system', is the paradox. That humanity has never been more sick in history and

government funded health care systems have never been more bankrupt because of the proJteering and procurement fraud going

on at the managerial levels of these so called health care systems is a testimonial to the failings of the human moral and ethical

state of mind. The paradox is this, you can not proJt from a health care system, when it functions as it should, only when it creates

illness, where there was none before, does it become 'proJtable'. We are killing ourselves in the pursuit of proJt, and what is proJt,

an imaginary substance called Jat currency, created out of thin air by fraudulent bankers.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Rapid Virus Recovery book has perfect instructions for Nebulizing H2O2 starting at page 185. :-)
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Collective fear stimulates herd instinct, and tends to produce ferocity toward those who are not regarded as members of the herd.”

Bertrand Russell
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That’s a good one…very succinct.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM
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Wow, Bertrand Russell was a real piece of psychopathology...
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qofmiwok
Joined On 10/23/2011 6:51:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One thing I have trouble reconciling in this article is that now there are younger people getting Covid and dying who don't have obvious

serious pre-existing conditions.  (I'm not saying they're perfectly healthy, because we measure health poorly, but many have nothing on

the oicial "list".)  And way more people are getting Covid than 1%.  So that's hard to reconcile that with the absolute risk reductions in the

original studies and some of the statements made here.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are very few dying of the Delta period.  You would expect to see more proportionatly in that the high risk (mostly elderly) are

either vaccinated, or dead.

It is also possible that RSV is being mistaken, and or misdiagnosed as Covid.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are dying from a preexisting condition of having been vaccinated with a bioweapon, simple as that, the media is full of crap,

it's all lies... they are not admitting the vaccinated are vaccinated on medical records, the fraud is being rewarded with bribery

handouts, that's how the criminal system of Covid fraud works...the same way any criminal organization works, bribes, fraud, and

murder to cover up the crimes...
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joy894334
Joined On 4/1/2016 8:46:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for all your posts. I especially like the interview transcripts for after these videos disappear.
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM
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This post was deleted because it violated our Terms Of Use 

 

JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone certainly knows the problems by now, more time must be given to solutions.   Maybe you could include vaccine regret

remedies like the ones I include below.  I'm going to ask dr. Mercola if he will compile his opinion on reversing this poison.

spikedetox.blogspot.com/2021/06/possible-ways-to-neutralize-covid-vaxx..  and www.lewrockwell.com/.../jab-remorse
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please explain how you can say there was no death reduction from the use of the vaccines, when the CDC's data show a whopping

decrease in deaths between a large peak of deaths in January 2021 and the week of August 25 - 31, 2021? I recall the decrease was

about 72%. I got this statement from this article: www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/covidview/index.html  . (You have to

scroll way down to just above the article's reference section to see its discussion of death data.) Maybe you will see something that

disqualiJes this conclusion?
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rebvio1
Joined On 1/13/2010 9:07:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I didn't see it in the link, but what about the change in guidelines for PCR testing?   My understanding is that, around January 2021,

the WHO guidance for cycle threshold for PCR diagnosis changed to use a lower cycle threshold for deJning/diagnosis of Covid.

 This would necessarily affect (decrease) the numbers of cases, as well as the number of Covid deaths.  So, is it due to the

vaccine, or to testing?
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with rbvio1 that the change in PCR cycles made it appear that there were fewer cases since it would have fewer false

positives. Also, without the 'vaccine' we were starting to taper off anyway, as with any _u/cold season. The CDC took advantage of

this to insinuate that the shots were causing a drop in cases. Then cases started to rise again because the shots created the Delta

variant, which is more contagious. And likely, many of the 'breakthrough' cases are actually reactions to the injections. But also,

ADE is taking effect.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, what Debbie said…the trend was already down before there were signiJcant numbers vaccinated.  Also, deaths that occurred

within 14 days of vaccination were counted as unvaccinated, when they could actually been adverse events. What does really

correlate with decreased deaths is the widespread introduction of Ivermectin in populations.  See the results coming from

provincial India, Delhi among others.
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for y'all's comments! And I'd like to add to rebvio1's comment that I have read that the pcr testing is even more diabolical

than originally thought; the pcr test was being set at cycles more sensitive for the unvaccinated than for the vaccinated! I guess

there is no way to avoid revealing your status as vaxxed or not, right?
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's the endgame for the corona virus from a FEMA whistleblower:  www.bitchute.com/.../D5pKF84K8XNV
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The  vaccine proponents are resorting to their utmost victory method which will automatically  rule out all objections: they are busy

making the jabs COMPULSORY. First, only for some groups that have lots of interaction with the public. Next, in schools for teachers and

students. Now all so-called anti-vaxxers are being declared public enemies, because they act against the "common good". In a small

French colony they simply declared it compulsory for everyone. There is now a new tendency to make it compulsory in every country. Or

make it a "civic duty" and label everyone who would object to be "an enemy of the people".

Making compulsory vaccination a law could make it impossible even for experts to say anything against it. You cannot go to another

country where no such law exists because you cannot travel without a vaccine certiJcate. Even the Soviet Communists could not invent

such a foolproof method  of tyranny since the Berlin Wall was a ridiculous gesture compared to compulsory vaccination.
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dk7988
Joined On 9/3/2021 11:27:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

quick question here (looking for science/mechanism answers - don't really care for touchy feely answers -) in the sections "How

Vaccine-Induced Antibodies Can Cause Harm" and "COVID Jab May Trigger Latent Viruses and Cancer" it describes the chain of

events/mechanism(s) at play about how the body responses to the shot. Is this the entire story? Do the spikes and/or holes stay in the

vessels for the entirety of the life of the person? would these spikes/holes be present even if a person (who never got the shot) got

COVID more than once? I'm eager to learn! but my story listen/following skills are telling me there has to be more then it ends with

spikes/holes staying in the blood vessels forever.. so what happens next?
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My guess is that if this 'vaccinated' person survives the initial assault, their blood vessels would heal. There are other issues with

the shot, though. The spike protein may attack certain organs and cause damage over time. It may cause infertility in both men

and women since reproductive organs seem to be a prime target. And chances that a person who had Covid would catch it again

are slim, like only having chicken pox once.
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CBarstow282
Joined On 8/31/2010 6:27:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmm.  AOL is dumping this email into my spam folder.  Interesting.
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Being fully vaccinated for some months, I guess my blood vessels, liver and brain should be full of holes by now, and I will soon croak.  At

the very least my hsCRP should be getting up above my latest .7, shouldn't it? Curious minds want to know.
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zark42
Joined On 8/23/2021 2:58:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd be interested to understand the following. Once you are vaccinated some people feel virtually nothing except light hurt in the shoulder

at the point of jab, while others suffer a lot. What is the action of antibodies and T cell  in one and the other cases.
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"All side effects and risks are censored virtually everywhere and discussions about them are banned. The U.S. government is even

pushing to criminalize discussion about COVID injection risks." The U.S. government, having been taken over by corporations and

oligarchs, is now fully and unmistakably fascist. Most people don't agree with that correct assessment, however.
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den5818
Joined On 3/17/2018 2:16:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has everyone gone crazy on this site?  Sure, some of your arguments have some merit, but just look at the news every day!  Most of the

people getting sick with COVID are people with no vaccines, and the ones that are vaccinated are getting less severe cases of the

disease.  I have had both vaccines, and I only had a sore arm for a couple of days.  I feel Jne! The vaccine didn't wreck me!  I agree with

you that there may be some manipulation  by the drug companies, and some manipulation by the higher authorities, and perhaps some

long term negative effects from the vaccine, but these risks seem small compared to the damage that COVID could do to my body. I don't

support all vaccines and am wary of the drug companies, but I do support this vaccine.  It's working!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Den, stop listening to MSM and do our own research.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps it is working right now,. No one knows about the future, although there are some ominous signs. It is a fact, that quite a lot

of people develop very serious consequences, although it is not known, as to why they do, while many others, like yourself, so far

did not. So at the time when you decide to get the vaccine, you really don't know to which group you will ultimately belong, that is,

those without any bad consequences or those,  who have them, it seems like a lottery gamble. So you won, but on the basis of your

own "success" you simply cannot make any generalization.
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mzw1637
Joined On 4/25/2019 11:38:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Den5818 Thank You for your comment, I totally agree with you!   I have followed Dr Mercola for many years, worked in health care

for 40 years and am so disgusted with so many of the comments posted .  Of course the same people posting daily, very very few

comments of anyone vaccinated.  I am so tired of reading that millions will die from the vaccine, depopulation is the goal,

shedding of spike protein, being chipped activated by 5G, take horse dewormer, just on and on, beyond crazy!!!
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SongReader
Joined On 8/23/2021 1:55:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am sorry if this is a redundant question, but does anyone know how long the waiting period should be for being around those who have

received the jab/s. I understand they can shed to others unwanted particles.
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spj64394
Joined On 9/27/2015 3:49:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well the good news is the FDA withdrew the emergency use designation today. The bad news is the oicially approved the PJzer covid

vaccine. Meanwhile the travesty continues.
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NaturalGrace
Joined On 3/1/2018 9:09:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is one of the most important interviews regarding the COVID vaccine. Thank you so much Dr M. We are buying your books and

supplements (via SwansonVitamins) to support your work.
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Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Problem is I've heard that the ones who got the jab will be spreading the spike proteins to the rest of us. Is this true? .
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NaturalGrace
Joined On 3/1/2018 9:09:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, please comment on this Dr M. My husband and I are noticing strange symptoms when we are around groups of vaccinated

people. He gets profoundly fatigued, has mild diarrhea, and is compelled to sleep for hours afterwards. I am getting a drippy nose

plus skin in_ammation .. anything from a sore mouth and eyes, hive-like marks, bumpy red rash. It would be easy to mistake my

symptoms for some kind of allergy but it is like nothing I have experienced previously. It is deJnitely not our usual state of health.

We had the classic symptoms in the fall of 2020 of what was identiJed by the spring of 2021 as "asymptomatic COVID". We were

not sick enough at the time to go to the doctor, and we had no PCR testing (not that it is reliable as we know).
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mac5629
Joined On 12/18/2020 6:54:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola - Got an e-mail today about an autopsy done in Singapore and they said this Covid is not a virus but a bacteria and taken

aspirin will save your life.  I haven't had a shot and don't intend to.   I think they are lying to us and I've seen people blocked continuously

for questions and concerns.  Our freedom of speech is being taken away daily.   Please stay strong - don't let them take your site away.

 -MacDonald
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auggie123
Joined On 11/26/2014 4:12:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the info!
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Haltaylor
Joined On 4/30/2010 5:46:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brilliant!  I have to say, the roll-out of this pandemic has been brilliant!  'They' did their homework, openly contracting with universities in

order to devise means and methods of raising our level of fear and inducing us all to get the vax.  The most brilliant bit is yet to come,

although very near.  When the die-off from the vax begins, it will be attributed to yet another, extremely virulent, variety of covid. If you

think the masses are 'off the wall' nuts now ---  wait 'til this die-off starts. This will mark the beginning of the 'resistant' being marched off

to FEMA prisons. Sounds like a good plot for a Phillip. K. D i c k book.
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wildgoose0
Joined On 8/3/2020 5:40:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have declined the injection, my husband had both, but now will refuse any boosters. The rest of the family are all injected. We have

hydrogen peroxide and a nebuliser, and vitamin D, but here in the UK we cannot buy Ivermectin, and it’s hard to trust online suppliers. It’s

all very sad.
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montmorency
Joined On 10/28/2011 9:11:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm in the UK too, and while you might not be able to buy Ivermectin, you can (of course) buy Vitamin C (use it generously), as well

as vitamin D; and if you supplement with vitamin D (as I do ), one should also supplement with Vitamin K2. Vitamin A is also

essential, but (if one is not a vegan or vegetarian), one can get it fairly easily in one's diet (as I do, e.g. liver, eggs, butter).  Think

also about zinc, selenium, magnesium and copper. I tend to go for the bisglycinates for good bioavailability. All pretty easily

available online.  Personally, I don't trust Ivermectin, or HCQ. But the vitamins & minerals mentioned above are all essential to the

body, and relevant for much more than so-called "Covid-19".  They are all, of course, available to some extent via foodstuffs, but

(except for A), its hard to get enough from modern food. p.s. I'm also a vaccine Refusenik, and a mask refusenik.
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pikiverschueren
Joined On 4/13/2014 7:15:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you again so much for this piece! So bright! I sit in front and inhale Orésine with the Bol d'Air Jacquier every day now, a few times a

day even., to protect myself.
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brianasamuels
Joined On 8/22/2021 10:24:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"nebulized hydrogen peroxide" This is Exactly what I did when I Jrst came down with what I did not know was COVID at the time late

october 2019. but, I had used it successfully several times for prior for BiPaP respiratory issues . It worked GREAT!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 10:26:25 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

opo5961
Joined On 7/4/2021 10:19:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You make dozens of statements contradicting non-governmental, non-pharma career virologists. Why don't you show proof that what

you're saying is true, instead of hiding?  If you have the audited scientiJc peer reviewed data and facts, that would shut up those who

question you and you could save countless lives. In addition, if you revealed your extensive qualiJcations as a virologist, that would go a

long way to silencing all the other physicians who disagree with you.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 9:03:48 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If professional and expert disagreements are being censored and suppressed, then the opinions of people with extensive

qualiJcations as virologists are like cries in an empty desert.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/5/2021 12:41:46 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

DianeHop
Joined On 2/13/2012 6:44:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please send the link to read the free chapter in English in Bhakdi's book Corona Unmasked.  I've searched and searched and cannot

locate it.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 6:57:42 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

zark42
Joined On 8/23/2021 2:58:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

going directly to goldegg.com, it doesnt have it. I went to google  and looked for goldegg.com There was a different goldegg and it

had the  English chapter there.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/23/2021 6:08:11 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have ordered Dr Mercola's book several months ago, but has never arrived. I wonder,why?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/5/2021 12:43:21 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

HealthHopes
Joined On 3/12/2010 2:53:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A very funny and apt video, about two minutes long, appears at the end of this linked article:

www.unite4truth.com/post/fda-full-approval-pJzer-covid-19-vaccine-exp..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 6:10:03 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

azladyfox
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:57:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to boot out these people who want to jab everyone, without any feeling, of what this is doing to people's health.. I have lived a

LONG time and have never seen such actions of our government.  This is a upsetting experience.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 5:20:47 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

jen3070
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So we may not have had excess deaths last year beyond the typical all-cause total, but if this is what's happening with the shots, we will

see that change this year and beyond! So, so sad.
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One has to be blind not to see that mass vaccination does not work and makes things worse.  Like with antibiotic overuse - the virus

mutates becoming more stronger.  Those who a vaccinated think they are invincible, and instead of protecting, they are contaminating...  

The only place where vaccination worked (for now) is San Marino, but they are vaccinated with Sputnik.
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Why is it so elusive to most people that Covid, masking, lockdowns, injections and censorship are not the problem.  The problem is that

these things are being used to steer a frightened population into giving up their sovereignty and freedom for an end to the abuse?  Little

do these same people know that a promise to end the abuse will lead only to more abuse.  Protest now while you still can.
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Mass Psychosis.
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On BitChute, look up Dr. David Martin.  He gives a compelling presentation of the history of Covid.  He is extremely knowledgeable of the

facts because one of his companies' track patent applications.  He relays the history of the patent applications for viruses by various

pharmaceutical corporations, US government agencies and Fauci for more than 20 years.  Besides Dr. Martin's historical statistics, he

explains that with this tracking, he learned that Fauci (& Obama), authorized that we (The US taxpayers) paid out $191 Billion to Jnance

our own demise.  He reports that he went to various governmental agencies over the years, to report these actions and to have them

investigated, and not one agency has contacted him!!! But, his Jnal sentence is that, "COVID IS A BIOWEAPON INTENDED TO KILL US!!!"
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Pius XII ON THE LIMITS OF MEDICAL TREATMENT - BY MOIMUNAN ON AUGUST 22, 2021 -

moymunan.wordpress.com/2021/08/22/pio-xii-sobre-los-limites-de-los-tra..  On September 14, 1952, Pope Pius XII delivered a speech at

the First International Congress of Histopathology of the Nervous System. In it, the Holy Father speaks to scientists and physicians about

the moral limits of medical research and treatment, speciJcally with regard to new methods, procedures and technologies that are being

tested. Pope Pius also addresses the question of what rights the patient has over his own body and psyche, what rights the doctor has

over the patient and, perhaps most important of all, what rights does legitimate public authority have over individuals in view of the

common situation and also what rights you do not have. Contrary to what the false Pope who currently occupies the Vatican buildings

with his lackeys may say on this subject, in Pope Pius XII we hear a true Pope , a true Vicar of Christ, speak with the voice of Saint Peter,

who it necessarily echoes that of the Good Shepherd (cf. Jn 10:27; Lk 10:16; Mt 16:19).

As his predecessor, Pope Pius XI taught, “a characteristic of all true followers of Christ is to allow themselves to be guided and led in all

things that affect faith or morals by the Holy Church of God through their Supreme Roman Pastor. Pontiff, himself guided by Jesus Christ

Our Lord ”( Encyclical Casti Connubii , n. 104). We can be sure, then, that the words of Pope Pius XII are a reliable and sure guide for all

Christians towards a truly moral life. The full text of Pius XII's speech to the scientiJc congress is available in English here. Below, we

simply reproduce those passages that we believe are the most relevant to the current situation in the world. The paragraph numbers

correspond to the numbers given in the original text. Italics are reproduced as in the original. Underline has been added.
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Pope Pius XII The Moral Limits of Medical Research and Treatment - September 14, 1952 … 2. Don't expect us to discuss the

medical issues that concern you. Those are foreign domain to me. In recent times there has been an overview of the vast Jeld of

research and work proper to science. Now, in response to the wish that you yourselves have expressed, we want to draw your

attention to the limits of this Jeld, not the limits of medical possibilities, of theoretical and practical medical knowledge, but the

limits of moral rights and duties. We want to be the interpreter of the moral conscience of the researcher, the specialist and the

practitioner and of the man and Christian who follows the same path.

... 5. To justify the morality of new procedures, new attempts and methods of medical research and treatment, three fundamental

principles must be taken into account:  1) The interests of medical science.  2) The interests of the individual patient to be treated.

 3) The interests of the community, the “bonum commune” [common good].
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... 8. But this does not mean that all the methods, or a single method, obtained by scientiJc and technical research offers all the

moral guarantees. Nor does it mean, furthermore, that every method becomes lawful because it increases and deepens our

knowledge. Sometimes it happens that a method cannot be used without infringing the rights of others or without violating some

moral rule of absolute value. In such a case, although one rightly contemplates and pursues the increase of knowledge, morally the

method is not admissible. Why not? Because science is not the highest value, that to which all other orders of values - or in the

same order of value, all particular values - should be subordinated. Science itself, therefore, as well as its investigations and

acquisitions, must be inserted in the order of values. There are well-deJned limits here that even medical science cannot

transgress without violating higher moral rules. ConJdential relationships between doctor and patient, the personal right of the

patient to the life of his body and soul in his mental and moral integrity are just some of the many values superior to scientiJc

interest. This point will become more obvious as we proceed.

… 12. First, it must be assumed that, as a private person, the physician cannot take any action or attempt any course of action

without the consent of the patient. The doctor has no other rights or power over the patient than those granted by the patient,

explicitly or implicitly and tacitly. For his part, the patient cannot confer rights that he does not have. In this discussion, the

decisive point is the moral legality of a patient's right to dispose of himself [= make decisions about himself]. Here is the moral

limit of the doctor's action taken with the consent of the patient.
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13. As for the patient, he is not the absolute master of himself, his body or his soul. Therefore, he cannot freely dispose of himself

as he pleases. Even the reason for acting is not in itself suicient or determining. The patient is linked to the immanent teleology

imposed by nature. You have the right to use, limited by natural purpose, the faculties and powers of your human nature. Because

you are a user and not an owner, you do not have unlimited power to destroy or mutilate your body and its functions, however, by

virtue of the principle of totality, by virtue of your right to use the services of your body as a whole , the patient can allow individual

parts to be destroyed or mutilated when and to the extent necessary for the good of his being as a whole.

14. The patient, then, has no right to involve his physical or mental integrity in medical experiments or research when these involve

serious damage, mutilation, injury or danger.

15. Furthermore, in the exercise of his right to dispose of himself, his powers and his organs, the individual must observe the

hierarchy of the orders of values - or within a single order of values, the hierarchy of particular rights - insofar as the rules of moral

exigency. Thus, for example, a man cannot perform on himself or allow physicians to perform acts of a physical or somatic nature

that undoubtedly alleviate heavy burdens or physical or mental illnesses, but which at the same time cause permanent abolition or

considerable diminution and lasting health. his freedom, that is, of his human personality in its typical and characteristic function.

Such an act degrades a man to the level of a being that reacts only to acquired re_exes or living automation.
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... 18. So far we have spoken directly about the patient, not the doctor. We have explained at what point the patient's personal right

to dispose of himself, his mind, his body, his faculties, organs and functions, meets a moral limit. But at the same time we have

answered the question: Where does the physician Jnd a moral limit in research and the use of new methods and procedures for

the beneJt of the "interests of the patient"? The limit is the same as for the patient. It is that which is Jxed by the judgment of

sound reason, which is Jxed by the demands of the natural moral law, which is deduced from the natural teleology inscribed in

beings and from the scale of values expressed by the nature of things. . The limit is the same for the doctor as it is for the patient

because, as we have already said,

19. What we say here should be extended to the legal representatives of the person incapable of taking care of himself and his

affairs: underage children, the mentally weak and the crazy. These legal representatives, authorized by private decision or by public

authority, have no other rights over the body and life of those they represent than those they would have if they were capable. And

they have those rights to the same extent. Therefore, they cannot authorize the doctor to dispose of them outside of those limits.
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... 22. However, for the third time we return to the question: Is there a moral limit to the “medical interests of the community” in

content or extent? Are there "full powers" over the living man in every serious medical case? Does it raise barriers that are still valid

in the interest of science or the individual? Or put another way: Can the public authority, on which the responsibility for the

common good rests, grant the physician the power to experiment with the individual in the interests of science and the community

to discover and test new methods and procedures when these experiments violate the law of society? individual to dispose of

himself? In the interest of the community, can the public authority really limit or even suppress the right of the individual over his

body and life, his physical and mental integrity?

23. To prevent an objection, we assume that it is a serious investigation, honest efforts to promote the theory and practice of

medicine, not a maneuver that serves as a scientiJc pretext to mask other ends and achieve them with impunity.

24. With regard to these questions, many people have expressed and continue to believe today that the answer should be yes. To

give weight to their claim, they cite the fact that the individual is subordinate to the community, that the good of the individual must

give way to the common good and be sacriJced for it. They add that the sacriJce of an individual for the purposes of research and

scientiJc investigation beneJts the individual in the long run.
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25. The great post-war trials [that is, after World War II] brought to light a terrifying number of documents that testiJed to the

sacriJce of the individual for the beneJt of the “medical interests of the community”. In the records of these trials there are

testimonies and reports that show how, with the consent and sometimes even under the formal order of the public authority,

certain research centers systematically demanded to be equipped with people from concentration camps for their experiments.

doctors. One discovers how so many men, so many women, were delivered to such centers, many for one experiment, others for

another. There are reports on the performance and results of these experiments, of the subjective and objective symptoms

observed during the different phases of the experiments. One cannot read these reports without feeling deep compassion for the

victims, many of whom went to their deaths, and without being frightened by such aberration of the human mind and heart. But we

can also add that those responsible for these atrocious events did nothing more than answer airmatively to the question we have

asked and accept the practical consequences of their airmation.

26. At this point, is the interest of the individual subordinate to the medical interests of the community, or is there a transgression,

perhaps in good faith, against the most elementary requirements of natural law, a transgression that does not allow medical

research ?

… 28. In the aforementioned cases, insofar as the moral justiJcation of the experiments rests on the mandate of the public

authority, and therefore on the subordination of the individual to the community, the well-being of the individual to the common

well-being, based on an erroneous explanation of this principle. It should be noted that, in his personal being, man is not ultimately

ordered to be useful to society. On the contrary, the community exists for man.
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29. Community is the great medium destined by nature and God to regulate the exchange of mutual needs and to help each man to

fully develop his personality in accordance with his individual and social capacities. Considered as a whole, the community is not a

self-subsisting physical unit and its individual members are not an integral part of it. Considered as a whole, the physical organism

of living beings, plants, animals or man, has a unit that subsists in itself. Each one of the limbs, for example, the hand, the foot, the

heart, the eye, is an integral part destined by its whole being to be inserted in the whole organism. Outside the organism it has, by

its very nature, no meaning, no purpose.

30. In the moral community and in every organism of a purely moral character, it is a completely different story. Here the whole has

no subsisting unity, but a simple unity of purpose and action. In the community, individuals are mere collaborators and instruments

for the realization of the common goal .

31. What results in regard to the physical organism? The master and user of this organism, who has a subsisting unit, can directly

and immediately dispose of the integral parts, members and organs within the scope of their natural purpose. It can also intervene,

as many times as and to the extent that the good of the whole requires it, to paralyze, destroy, mutilate and separate the members.

But, on the contrary, when the whole has only a unity of purpose and action, its head - in the present case, the public authority -

undoubtedly has the direct authority and the right to demand the activities of the parts, but in no case. case you can dispose of

your physical being. In fact, any direct attempt on its essence constitutes an abuse of the power of authority.
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32. Now, medical experiments - the subject we are discussing here - affect immediately and directly the physical being, whether of

the whole or of the various organs, of the human organism. But, by virtue of the principle we have cited, the public authority has no

power in this sphere. Therefore, it cannot be passed on to researchers and doctors. However, the state must give the doctor

authorization when acting on the individual's body for the beneJt of the “interests of the community”. Well, then, he does not act as

an individual, but as a representative of the public power. The latter, however, cannot transmit a right that he does not possess,

except in the aforementioned case when he acts as a substitute, as the legal representative of a minor as long as he cannot make

his own decisions, of a person. weak-minded or mad.

33. Even when it comes to the execution of a convicted person, the State does not have the right to life of the individual. In this

case, it is reserved for the public power to deprive the convicted person of the enjoyment of life in expiation of his crime when, due

to his crime, he has already disposed of his right to live.

36. Our plan was to draw your attention to certain principles of deontology that deJne the limits and conJnes of research and

experimentation with respect to new medical methods to be applied immediately to living men.
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37. In the domain of your science, it is an obvious law that the application of new methods to living men must be preceded by

research on cadavers or the model of study and experimentation on animals. Sometimes, however, this procedure is impossible,

insuicient or not feasible from a practical point of view. In this case, medical research will try to work on its immediate object, the

living man, in the interest of science, in the interest of the patient and in the interest of the community. This procedure should not

be rejected without further examination. But you must stop at the limits established by the moral principles that we have

explained.

38. Without a doubt, before morally authorizing the use of new methods, one cannot ask that any danger or risk be excluded. That

would exceed human possibilities, paralyze all serious scientiJc research, and very often be to the detriment of the patient. In

these cases, the weighting of the danger should be left to the discretion of the competent and judged doctor. However, as Our

explanation has shown, there is a degree of danger that morality cannot allow. In doubtful cases, when the already known means

have failed, it may happen that a new method still insuiciently tested offers, together with very dangerous elements, appreciable

chances of success. If the patient gives his consent, the use of the procedure in question is lawful. --By Novus Ordo Watch
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SOURCES CORRESPONDING TO THE ARTICLE "Pius XII ON THE LIMITS OF MEDICAL TREATMENT" (Links have been added to

related articles from the same source, which is Catholic and critical) https://novusordowatch.org/

2021/08/pope-pius12-moral-limits-of-medical-treatment/  ~ https://novusordowatch.org/   ~

moymunan.wordpress.com/.../es-pecado-vacunarse  ~

moymunan.wordpress.com/2021/08/09/el-mayor-nuremberg-de-todos-los-tiem..  ~

moymunan.wordpress.com/2021/08/08/las-a-proteina-espiga-invadio-segun-..  ~

moymunan.wordpress.com/2021/06/25/lo-que-se-y-no-se-sobre-el-sars-cov-..  ~

moymunan.wordpress.com/2021/06/17/parlamentario-Jnlandes-acusa-a-las-..  ~

moymunan.wordpress.com/2021/05/10/ultima-entrevista-a-la-doctora-albar..  ~

moymunan.wordpress.com/2021/06/14/la-ultima-entrevista-de-la-doctora-a..
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The entire discussion about 'eicacy' of the covid-19 gene treatment injections is completely derailed. Just please, do one thing, take the

PJzer and Mod-E-RNA initial studies with the ~40,000 volunteers and calculate their DEATH RATES!!!! That's all what you need to do in

order to see the total SCAM AND CRIME of the pharma cartel:   1. TWO (2) deaths among the completely HEALTHY injected of total

~20,000, makes a rate of (2/20,000)*100%=0.01%    => isn't that the rate of dying of severe covid for many age groups???   2. compare

this death rate and the one in the placebo group with the death rate for 2018 among general population! What you will get is much

smaller number, implying clearly there was no pandemic at all! Unless in 2018 the entire population was in much worse health status than

in 2020.   3. Look at the symptoms of all the gene treatments and recall symptoms from all coronavirus infections, cold and _u!

Do they overlap? NO! Implying, the gene modiJcation treatments are INTRODUCING A NEW DISEASES (known to FDA BEFORE

'authorizing' that crap), now in partially PATENTED HUMANS, carrying the synthetic viral/bacterial/fungal/human modiJed, patented

genes! Just, PLEASE, listen today to:  davidicke.com/2021/08/21/david-icke-on-who-they-are-and-what-they-real..   and ask yourself,

does it all makes sense now? If you love the nature, your children, yourself, why would you ever want to throw this all in trash?
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I love love this video!  Thank you for sharing!  It has been my mantra as of late.  F them.  I’ll not let them have my joy and

happiness!  My career is so great right now, having just put together a Sheryl Crow Tribute Band, and I met a great ( unv’d) hot guy

last night at my gig!  Love.  Don’t forget it.
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In a Jnal confrontation with a relentless and highly centralized tyrannical effort of criminalizing all qualiJed scientiJc objections to

vaccination, quotations from the Bible, from a pope,  from the Nuremberg trials, all seems to appeal to a non-existent moral

authority as an imaginary defensive weapon. Just try to remember Hitler's and Stalin's "morality" and see that this present world

functions the same way.
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for giving me the ability to download EACH and every article in PDF form.  Now I can build the Jle I should have

been building all along and to have such credible information at my Jngertips to share. God bless
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Hello!  I did not make it in time to download the article and video from Dr Mercola's AUG 19th email:  "Watch What Happens Inside

the Body With Each COVID Jab".  Can anyone help me obtain both of these?  Thank you!
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Chiamiller, thank you very much!!!!    Email is:  sunsetbob@aol.com
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Researchers found that prices for EU Digital COVID certiJcates as well as CDC and NHS COVID vaccine cards had fallen as low as $100.

Fake PCR COVID-19 tests are also sold widely, and Check Point Research's study found groups advertising the fake vaccine veriJcations

in groups with more than 450 000 people.
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Yes, perhaps the best way is to  get a fake vaccination certiJcate. When confronted with an illegally imposed tyranny, human
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Yes, perhaps the best way is to  get a fake vaccination certiJcate. When confronted with an illegally imposed tyranny, human

ingenuity will Jnd a way, even if illegal. If they illegally trample on my human rights, teh it is justiJable to Jght back, even with

illegal means.
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kathywbanks
Joined On 9/9/2006 11:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for always sending us valuable information. I have been with you for  years and I am a very healthy Grandma. No

prescriptions, only your vitamins. God Bless you. Kathy
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CaptainKirkNCC1701
Joined On 6/2/2021 1:38:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read "Dissolving Illusions," which blows the lid off of the vaccine cult. What we are witnessing today is from a playbook over a century

old, but put on steroids by modern communication technology. It's all a fraud--but one that has been going on since the Jrst "vaccines"

were introduced.
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Urs7033
Joined On 12/8/2017 9:13:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So I just went to the Goldegg Verlag and per their website they think that Sucharit Bhakdi is an antisemitist and brok ties with him. I will

Jnd the Book and read it as German is a language I speak.
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backthetruckup
Joined On 7/9/2012 7:11:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

two smart people looks like what?
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Must-watch VIDEO: Dr. Peter McCullough reveals the importance of early treatment for COVID-19 and why health authorities suppress

safe and effective treatments  www.naturalhealth365.com/must-watch-video-dr-peter-mccullough-3925.htm..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very interesting Luana. As you know, Dr. Mercola also reported,  he Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC), published

three different COVID-19 Protocols, all of which include the use of ivermectin: (1) I-MASK +: a prevention and treatment protocol in

time from home. covid19criticalcare.com/covid-19-protocols/i-mask-plus-protocol/  (2) I-MATH +: a hospital treatment protocol.

The clinical and scientiJc rationale for this protocol was peer-reviewed and published in the Journal of Intensive Care Medicine in

mid-December 2020. covid19criticalcare.com/.../math-plus-protocol  (3) I-RECOVER: a long-term management protocol for

sequelae covid19criticalcare.com/.../i-recover-protocol
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backthetruckup
Joined On 7/9/2012 7:11:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't want to reduce my social credit score. so I will say "I don't understand what you are saying".
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Lynn_health
Joined On 1/1/2010 4:48:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lots of Thanks Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi for informing the ignorant world !
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olushola
Joined On 2/9/2010 4:59:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all the sophisticated test equipment available, I don't know why the controversy of graphene in the jab has not one way or the other

been put to bed. www.snopes.com/.../graphene-oxide-mrna-vaccines

 www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-graphene-lipidvaccines-idUSL1N2PI2XH  claims the allegation that the vaccine contain graphene

oxide is false. Professor Penny Ward, chair of the Education and Standards Committee at the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Medicine

reiterated this. Most revealing is fullfact.org/.../graphene-oxide-covid-vaccines  "She explained that the PJzer and Moderna vaccines use

lipid nanoparticles in the envelope which transports the mRNA. She also said that the lipid nanoparticles used in the vaccines have been

shown in animal studies to mostly stay at the injection site and in the lymphatic system where immune responses to the vaccine occur.

Dr Stephen Griin, a virologist at Leeds University, told Full Fact that lipid nanoparticles used in the mRNA Covid-19 vaccines are

different, and behave differently, to metal or carbon nanoparticles. He explained that the lipid nanoparticles in the vaccines are

“speciJcally designed to interact, and fuse with the membranes of the cells within the muscle into which they are injected…as such, the

vast majority of the material is absorbed at the injection site”. We have written about claims regarding fertility and nanoparticles before.

 The post ends by saying: “Just wait until 5gee is PROPERLY cranked up to the Military wave.” We have written many times about how 5G

does not cause, exacerbate or have anything to do with Covid-19."

www.nutritruth.org/single-post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveal..  provides some test data showing that the vaccine does

contain metallic particles.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Christiane Northrup, NYT best selling author on women's health issues and one of the "Accurate Covid Info Dozen" (my list) says

vax mfg's are permitted to add ingredients to vaccines that are NOT disclosed on the package insert for physicians. Northrup has a

reputation for thoroughness in her investigations and assertions.  Your proJle says you trust Mercola, yet your post here

contradicts several experts that Mercola has interviewed on the other topics you mentioned.
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ddovercashgmail.com
Joined On 8/22/2021 11:29:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This just breaks my heart! So many have no clue and are so hardened against looking into info about these injections. The govt and the

CDC and the powers that be can't be wrong or lying according to them. Most my family has gotten the mRNA injections.  My

Dr./Naturopath got the JJ shot and is quickly recovering from Covid as we speak because he know how to treat it. He writes scripts for

Ivermectin but now the pharmacies are refusing to Jll them. I wonder if the govt. will block immunized people who are getting sick this

fall? I'm not afraid of CV19 but I am afraid of what's to come.
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bar1064
Joined On 8/17/2021 12:23:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have followed Dr. Mercola for many years to great effect. He has always been ahead of the curve and I read these daily epistles with

great interest. I have a master's degree in public health but was raised holistically and that has been my primary practice for all of my

adult life. I am deeply concerned about the Covid injections and feel that we are not in the worst possible situation: where people have

been promised relative safety from the virus are now gathering with great glee indoors and passing the virus to one another and to

others. But I have two questions.

We are told here and by others in this vein, that this virus is no more dangerous than the _u. So I am asking: what are the hundreds of

thousands of deaths being caused by? When I last checked all-cause mortality, the numbers were more than 600,000 than they would

normally be without Covid. Can someone clarify? Also about asymptomatic transmission. Doctors and dentists etc. all ask if you're

having symptoms which leads me to think that's what they care about. I asked my Kaiser doctor about that and she veriJed that indeed,

it's the symptomatic who are the major spreaders. Can anyone further clarify? Thanks!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No mention of graphene oxide, which may be more diicult to deal with than even the spike proteins, and as best I understand acts like

little shards of metal in the bloodstream.  www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/07/deadly-shots-former-pJzer-employee-conf..   Does that

eventually get eliminated?  If not, is there a way to degrade it?  This is not for me, but for friends and family, as I have absolutely every

intention of remaining in the "control group" and do think there will be ways, because the architects of this will need SOME healthy people

to carry on.
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Mary777
Joined On 4/12/2007 10:52:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ivermectin as I understand is a antiparasitic, activated charcoal is as well. Early in the yr both husband & I got Covid, for 2 weeks I had

symptoms. During this time my daughter started to show symptoms & nausea so I gave her charcoal & all symptoms completely went

away & she didn't get it. I didn't connect the dots at the time, but something to think about. www.youtube.com/watch
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don6476
Joined On 7/29/2017 6:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm shocked at the millions that took this experimental vaccine. But I'm horriJed at how easy it is for leaders and bureaucrats to use Fear

to turn humans into Guinea Pigs.
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GiovanniJ
Joined On 8/22/2021 4:15:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Being that natural immunity Ii far superior to vaccine-induced immunity, how come some people get covid more than once. I know several

people this has happened to and one was a close friend who was in bed for weeks each time. Can anyone explain how this happens?
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ghgnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best hour I have spent in many a moon. Thank you. I was also pleased with the talk about the mRNA circulation, which answered the

question I asked in yesterdays post, it is a fallacy that it remains in the inoculation site. That rhetoric of it doing so went against all logic.

Great interview, now to Jnd his book.
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arunge
Joined On 12/20/2020 12:33:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Haha, none of us get out of death, but we have laws against it being at the hands of others.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More docs are speaking out:  townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2021/06/24/doctors-from-yale-and-uc..        While we know the pharma

companies are legally exempt from liability for these shots I don't believe physicians who recommend, and in some cases coerce by

refusing to see their unvaccinated patients, are exempt from liability.  Same for employers who mandate.  Wish same could be said for

the governments that mandate this.  Let's hope the gov of California gets recalled.  Remember, he's the one that had a large dinner

gathering in a posh restaurant last year when the rest of us were locked down and now is mandating all health care workers in CA get the

shot, while we already have a shortage of healthcare workers.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That article is 2 months old…nothing new.
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Artfulone
Joined On 8/22/2021 9:55:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While I'm always appreciative of various points of view on the subject of the "pandemic", I do conside myself a discerning reader of

information. Yes, I agree wholeheartedly for obvious reasons that the injections are doing and will continue to do much harm, are not

necessary, have no basis for eicacy pronouncement. But my position doesn't come from micro-biology and allopathic training. First I

know that homo sapiens evolved over millions of years and thus are highly complex, dynamic and self-regulating organisms. The

so-called immune "system" is the entire organism starting with the epidermis, mucus, eyelids, lashes, hair follicles, Jnger and toe nails,

skeletal structure and pretty much the entire body. It's not a bunch of anti-bodies standing up like little soldiers to protect "us".

Reductionism is problematic.

Furthermore there is no reliable test for COVID-19 why are you talking about it as who gets it with or without the poisonous injections?

First principles dictates, in this case that we in fact have a proven cause - isolated, puriJed and characterized from a symptomatic

person. Nada. This is where the whole issue begins and ends. Three essential causes of illness - Toxins, Malnutrition, and Trauma. An

injection is how the west has gone about destroying the planet, one intervention at a time. Move over humans, we have an unproven cure

for an unproven illness.
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GrizLee
Joined On 3/10/2021 11:51:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rachel Maddog totally demonized Ivermectin on her show the other day. She proclaimed the ERs in Mississippi were full, and folks

watching Fox News are running to animal feed stores to buy this horse de-worming drug potentially quite harmful to people.  Explains

why she would never dream of having Dr McCullough on her show.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Notice Maddow's crooked, asymmetrical upper lip when she smiles? Forrest Maready has a provocative theory about that. See the

vid on his website about it, called "Crooked"...
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and6079
Joined On 2/16/2021 8:59:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A link to the chapter of Corona Unmasked that is translated into English is available at:

 www.goldegg-verlag.com/goldegg-verlag/wp-content/uploads/corona_unmask..   This version is more convenient than the version

linked to in the article because it has hyperlinked footnotes.
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doggiemom
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:55:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"It can't be authorized, not by any normal means."  From all I am reading the FDA plans to authorized the PJzer injection on Monday.

 Normal means NO, but the people at the Federal Death Agency have an agenda and unless I miss my guess very deep pockets.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

doggiemom, the nail has been hit squarely on the head!
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victoire1
Joined On 9/7/2010 3:35:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you . this  is very interesting. I agree about the mNRA problems. Vous wrote a lot about them. But, the world is also using, real

vaccines like Sputnik V, The President of Argentina said the Sputnik V is the best vaccine, alter more than 15 millions jabs in Argentaé.

So, In Canada , we cannot receive real vaccine if it is not American. It is forbidden by the USA. Excuse my French
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

victoire1, why would you think of having any kind of "vaccine" for a barely lethal virus? And you write... "the best vaccine". The best

vaccine for what? Have you just been following the mainstream propaganda and not actually sought clear and informative

information? Life is not a contract. There are bugs, of all kinds, all around us since the day we were born! That's why we have an

immune system. All we know for sure is, what lies ahead of us is death, yes it really is part of the human condition, and taxes. Live

with it!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi interview with Dr Mercola....excellent !!!!
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mic2761
Joined On 8/22/2021 8:21:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am suffering symptoms of covid due to living with my 82 year old mother who got the PJzer Vxcn. Would you please address this issue

in one of your news letters. It’s a real issue that needs to studied also. I began getting symptoms within a month of her last shot. Thanks
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12user
Joined On 7/20/2010 11:32:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My 78-year old mother came down with shingles last week for the Jrst time in her life ever. She has not gotten the clot shot, thankfully I

told her not to and she agreed with me. But she came down with shingles anyway for the Jrst time in her life. I think regardless of whether

you had the clot shot, the shedding you expose yourself to when around others who have taken the clot shot could also have health

ramiJcations. I think she got exposed to the clot shot spike protein via shedding and somehow it got into her body and triggered shingles.

Of course no doctor will say that.
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tomfrank2
Joined On 7/29/2021 8:40:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can Jgure out why no doctor will say that.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

... 12user..... or she got a mild case of Covid, so that she didn't know she had it.  I had Covid and also had shingles, despite the

shingles vaccine.  Also this was my Jrst case of shingles, I didn't know ~ a person can get shingles more than once?
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

12user, my wife, despite all the advice, despite all the evidence queued up to get injected. A short while later I felt as if I had a mild

dose of the _u. I am a healthy individual with a good diet so shrugged it off after 10 days or so. I don't think it was a coincidence.

She then developed other problems in her lymph nodes, which the doctor diagnosed as heat stroke. Interestingly, she could not get

an appointment with her regular doctor she had to go private. All of it a coincidence? I don't think so.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OO...if your immune sys gets run down, you can get shingles more than once. Depends on several factors, how you deal with

stress, sleep deprivation, bad diet, smoking, etc
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She maybe would have gotten shingles anyway.  Lots of people (older, esp.) got shingles long before this corona 19 nonsense.
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mys9825
Joined On 7/14/2017 2:10:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All I can say is: THANKU!!!!!!!
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Pearl27
Joined On 1/26/2021 7:18:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Singapore pays out compensation for vaccine injury www.bitchute.com/.../rD7TaY5OPMsA
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Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My concern with getting on the vax bandwagon and hamster wheel is that once vaccine passports are required everywhere to keep your

‘freedoms’, if you choose to opt out of yet another booster, you then loose your ‘freedoms’ - “Your choice”.  But, in continuing to

obediently take your boosters, they may choose to add OTHER  different ingredients- because it’s an ‘emergency’ and just because it’s ‘for

your own good!’
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wendyb, you seem already convinced that "vaccine" passports are a done deal. They are not. And it is up to each and every one of

us to ensure this madness never becomes a reality.  Deep breath, lace up your boots and get into it!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pretty ironic to consider this scenario: Some jerk laughs at a woman with autoimmune disease afraid to get the "vaxx" due to

in_ammation. So her doctor refuses her infusions needed to live and she dies. After his second or third booster the jerk develops

Beri Beri. And a heart condition. Can no longer walk and even loses the use of hands. Before Jerky Jerkface loses the ability to

type, everyone on FB and Twitter laughs and mocks Jerky's suffering. Especially when he says it happened immediately after the

booster. Jerky Jerkface realizes another booster may kill him. But he can only arrange a heart surgery--needed to save his

life--after the next booster comes due. He also must be "vaxx current" to qualify for a HHA. Everyone loses at this game.
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BLUEEYESMC
Joined On 12/30/2015 7:59:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RIPTIZ…….I know folks who are from Nigeria.  They have friends coming over to Spain, bringing them supplies.  They gave me a recipe for

Ivermectin.  I’ve made my second lot yesterday. Collect grapefruit and lemon otters.   Sliver and cover with water.  Bring to boil and

simmer for THREE hours.  Cool, strain and bottle.  Take 1 teaspoonful once daily in _uid.  It tastes bitter due to white pith.  Ivermectin is

also bitter I’ve been told.   My 90 year old husband and I have been taking it for about 3 weeks.
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tomfrank2
Joined On 7/29/2021 8:40:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would hope you were vaxxed.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What are grapefruit and lemon otters?? do you mean the peels?
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mercolizing
Joined On 3/4/2013 12:45:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FINALLY, some one is sighting the Nuremberg code.  Lawyers should be bringing law suits based on this and the whole scam shuts down.

 Why has this been over looked.  THANK YOU MERCOLA for ALL your wonderful, informative, intelligent videos.
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get the TRUE FACTS - https://www.nojabforme.info   THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  COVID-19

INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection   THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..
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priscillamlowe
Joined On 10/16/2011 3:16:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great commentary what could and should be done??
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Natenal
Joined On 3/27/2021 6:17:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would certainly appear that the vaxeen program being pushed by the "elites" is meant as a major de-population initiative. Killing off as

much of tha lower and middle classes as possible, leaving a subservient and controllable population to run the needed factories, and

groundskeep the parklike living areas of the ultra-wealthy elite.  The "middle class" will be replaced by a "quasi-stazi" para-miltary police

agency to keep the proles in line. Earth will be a paradise for the rich and powerful, a playground for the enforcers and a concentration

camp for everybody else.  Dying from the shot may be preferable.
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signs9
Joined On 2/22/2013 4:13:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trying to imagine this horrifying scenario.  How long would it take for those miserable elites to start killing each other off?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are they killing off their staunchest grass root allies and enablers of their totalitarian coup? I guess they plan on killing the rest

of us by famine. Then they're hoping we and the vaxxed will kill each other by war. Plague, famine, war, death.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to Jnd another name instead of 'elites' as these individuals are Godless scum of the earth.  No souls, no humanity..empty

vessels of evil. Let's just call them the demons they are.... there is NOTHING 'elite' about them.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The oncoming total automation of industries will make most people obsolete, so a relatively few workers will be needed, the rest

should be "vaxxed' out of existence.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And yet Fauci and his minions go unchecked never held to account at every turn. Why would anyone believe this will ever remotely begin

to end if no one is ever held to account?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tom...we all choose to follow the sources we do and I always say choose wisely THE SOURCES YOU READ. Mercola is just one of

many I choose to follow. Regarding Mercola information you do realize its far bigger than him and he on a regular basis has all

sorts of people he interviews and brings to his readers for us to sift through. You make it sound like he is the only source on this

site. Also, there is a reason he is #1 on the hit list of censorship. Throughout history those most harshly attacked are a real threat

to those who seek power and control. As for Fauci. Maybe look at the 215 page dossier of Fauci by David Martin or look and to

reading up on his background with the new book coming out written by Kennedy of the CHD.
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodiebrock12, This tomfrank creature is just out for his daily troll, not looking for factual information.
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dav42443
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can check for presence of microclots by performing a D-dimer blood test.  According to Dr. Hoffe, the D-dimer (+ platelet count) must

be done 4-7 days post 'vaccination', any later and it will be meaningless.
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micuda
Joined On 11/12/2010 7:49:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

if we thought unchecked capitalism was destructive, we have yet to experience the consequences of the population itself becoming the

corporation. We are the industry and there is no hope now; even the holy father in Rome is silent on this matter.
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pope Francis is a Socialist, perhaps communist.  You won’t hear anything useful from him.  And I am a devout, practicing Roman

Catholic.  Beware of anything that comes out of his mouth.
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psgoodwin
Joined On 8/18/2006 5:12:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have ordered Ivermectin from India....$20 US for 100 x 12mg plus $22 post.  Hopefully it will get through customs,  I'm from New

Zealand and the response of Jacinda Aderns government is disgusting on so many levels, complete denial of existing therapies, really

starting to ramp up  division between the vaxxed verses  the dangerous unvaxxed, and currently whole country"s on a level 4 lockdown,

arrests for not wearing masks, and just announced up to $1000 Jne for not using the tracing app at every store, well at least the few that

are open....and just heard the latest health department advice for pregnant woman to get vaccinated as soon as possible. We have a truly

brain-dead govt, and our media is likely the worst in the world..
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jasperberrington
Joined On 8/15/2021 2:24:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is being done to stop full fda  authorization so that mandates like those in place for Veterans Affairs workers and the military

beginning in Oct do not go into effect.  There are people in those mandated groups who do not want the vax but will have no choice but to

roll-up their sleeve once the fda gives full authorization.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, jasperberrington . The FDA, the CDC, the government and in short the elites that run this false pandemic, what they will do is

impose vaccination on the military. Regarding the mandatory vaccination in the army. Biden's Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin

announced his intention to require a COVID-19 vaccine for all service members in mid-September. Military men who refuse to

undergo the vaccine will potentially face court martial, prison time and even a less than honorable discharge from service. CDR

J.H. Furman cautions that the results could be possibly catastrophic. "Forced vaccination of all military personnel with current

COVID-19 vaccines may compromise the national security of the United States due to the unknown extent of serious vaccine

complications," Furman writes. "Further study is needed before committing the Total Force to one irreversible experimental group"

www.globalresearch.ca/revolver-exclusive-navy-commander-warns-national..   (15 August 2021)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Under Army Regulation AR40-562 concerns to "immunize women of childbearing age," the military recognizes that pregnancy is a

contraindication to vaccines. The military recognizes that some people have hypersensitivity or allergies to vaccines: Before the

administration of any medication, including vaccines, determine if the person has previously shown any unusual degree of adverse

reaction or allergy to it or to any speciJc component of the vaccine or its packaging (for example, eggs, gelatin, preservatives,

latex). manufacturer's inserts and reference materials for speciJc product information. " There are two main types of exemptions

in the military: medical and administrative. that apply to vaccines against SARS-CoV2, In the link

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/military-mandate-covid-vaccines-ex..  (22/07/21) PENTAGON RELEASES RELIGIOUS

EXEMPTION
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Guillermou, I'm sending this to my sister as I have three nephews in the military who are unvax'd as of right now.  Their

mother and sister got it, they were Jne.  It never feels good to go through anything where you are sick.  I had type A _u 2/2020 (the

man who was coughing on me at the lumber yard is where I got it - I couldn't breathe two days later and I called them and told them

to have him call me when he returned) ... his _u turned into pneumonia and he didn't return to work for over 2 weeks.  But I got the

call, when he was hospitalized, it was because of pneumonia - and they did do a _u test and it was type A - ...

----funny thing is, what he had sounds just like what my friend just fought under the label 'covid'.  People forget how AWFUL you

feel during the _u.  I was so weak I couldn't stand.  Of course I was done in 4 days, including the rattle - I coughed it out (sorry to be

gross) it was a giant ball of green - and then I was done. ... used everything in my arsenal to Jght it, and because of Dr. M, I fought

it very effectively.
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hredwood
Joined On 3/13/2021 1:05:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is problem right here,  healthfeedback.org/claimreview/the-nuremberg-code-speciJcally-address..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ah, that's just great.  Great to know we already know everything we need to know about the m/RNA vaccine!  Woohoo.  Nothing to

see here, keep moving. I guess I now know why things haven't moved forward on that front. I keep saying you can't mandate an

experimental vaccine - and they're thinking, it's not!  Just because the animals keep dying in the trials means nothing.  This is not

experimental.    Ugh!
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GiovanniJ
Joined On 8/22/2021 4:15:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Being that natural immunity is far superior to vaccine-Induced immunity, can someone explain why some people get covid more than

once. I know of several people this has happened to and one is a very close friend who has had all the tell tale symptoms of covid both

times and was in bed for weeks each time. I'd like to better understand what's happening around this and would greatly appreciate

people's perspectives.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone really believe these claims of absolute risk reduction of 1% are tested and real? As trivial as these claims are, how could a

toxic death shot be said to do anything but dramatically increase risk?  Here is "A PATHOLOGIST SUMMARY OF WHAT THESE JABS DO"

www.bitchute.com/.../TsdTTHJteilw
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LazarusLong
Joined On 1/18/2008 11:45:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmm. The messenger here is a bit suspect:  Algemeiner, The (16 July 2021). "Jews 'Learned Evil' From ***: Leading COVID-19

Conspiracy Theorist in Germany Loses Publisher Over Antisemitic Comments". Algemeiner.com. Now, he may be correct about the

response to the vaccine, but I don't want to hear it, or anything from a rabid anti-semite.
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btossios
Joined On 10/1/2020 3:29:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lol he doesn't have a German accent but he has that German cold personality.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is why I love Dr. M. "ADE can occur through more than one mechanism, and Bhakdi is of the opinion that the enhancement is

primarily due to"  So perfect.  Most writer latch onto something for dear life.  Most writers cite researchers who are on their side as if they

have a pipeline to all that is true.  Dr. Mercola is WAY to smart for that, which is why he is so effective and such a wonderful resource.
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jmw820comcast.net
Joined On 8/9/2021 7:41:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got Covid from my son, who got it from a gathering of fully vaccinated people. We immediately followed Dr. Zelenko's protocol. I am

vaccinated (Johnson and Johnson), but my son is not. He got sicker with a higher fever but recovered more quickly. My wise Russian

friend suggested I soak some gauze in vodka and inhale the fumes as an antiseptic and to prevent any virus in the nose from traveling

down to the lungs. Those old world ways often work. We're both perfectly Jne now, never had shortness of breath, loss of smell and taste,

or extreme fatigue.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Street smart that Russian is.  Of course that would work, that's where the virus starts and replicates
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

one doctor posted about daily saline nasal rinses to reduce the chances of the virus from migrating down to the lungs.
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Naomig18
Joined On 9/13/2015 6:11:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My question innocently is why are the drs screaming in the hospitals that only the unvaccinated are dying snd most being admitted with

serious illness are the unvaccinated?
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because they are lying and committing fraud, simple as that.
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Prof. Steve
Joined On 10/11/2008 8:28:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone know of any doctors willing to assist with a medical exemption letter based on a medical condition of breast in_ammation and

existing swollen nodes?  Please private message me, need asap really don't want to be forced into this but employer is drinking the kool

aid and making it madatory.
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downbythesea
Joined On 8/31/2007 12:30:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend of mine is taking the vet variety of ivermectin.  she takes 1/4 tsp weekly as a preventative.  She's 83 and super energetic.  I'm

debating whether I should follow this route.  Any opinions on this? Something else that I can't help wondering about as I've read so many

articles on the harm being cause by the shot and the impending devastation to their health.  But why aren't we see it?  I live in a condo

which is designated 55 and older.  I'm sure that 95% of the residents are right onboard and fully "vaxxed" because after 'our government is

here to help us'.    Haven't heard about any mass illness resulting.  Everyone I know says they're feeling just Jne.  

🤔
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ivermectin works against the nanoweapon implants in PCR tests, used to target you with directed energy weapons called 5G, if

they crank up the 5G too much, an alarming rate of wildlife death would occur, shocking people into waking up to the obvious

threat imposed by these directed energy weapon towers, so they needed to be able to target humans speciJcally, using tracking

nano implants placed in the PCR tests or by targeting you through your cell phones. Yes they are that evil, do not underestimate

their capacity for committing mass murder and still getting a good night's sleep, so long as the psychopaths committing this mass

murder still feel as though they will 'get away with it'...let's see how well they sleep on the night of their exicution day for crimes

against humanity?
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm curious, If someone was "vaccinated" for covid, and then became infected with covid and recovered, how does this affect their

immunity? Did the actual infection provide immunity in addition to the possible ADE, or does one cancel out the effects of the other?
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Herd immunity is a fallacy, you either have a healthy body and low toxic load, or you are unhealthy because you have a high toxic

load, and vaccines are all toxic and increase your toxic load, this is why the vaccinated are all getting sick, there is no way to

become immune to actions of your own immune system functions, but there is a way to destroy the immune system's functions

through vaccinations by causing autoimmune reactions.
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AnnadaCosta
Joined On 5/17/2015 2:25:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Dr. Mercola, can you please share an article on Covid treatment while pregnant? Many of the early treatment protocols that are

currently suggested contain medications that are not safe for use in pregnancy. Many thanks
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Yel52580
Joined On 8/23/2018 8:07:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting perspective, but I am still struggling to understand why the severity of covid cases is being undermined. If there is really

nothing one should worry about, then why the US hospitals and ICUs are completely overwhelmed right now? Also, how do you explain

the phenomenon of many younger people with no known preconditions dying from the disease? While there aren’t many of those, they do

happen…  Also, would you recommend a widespread antibody testing campaign based on these latest research Jndings? Would be

interested to hear an opinion about safety of vaccines like Novavax? Thanks
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Akeleye
Joined On 8/26/2021 5:15:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You better listen to MD. Byran Ardis. While giving patients wrong medication - like Remdesiver - the patients will die ;

www.bitchute.com/.../BKBpP5blJ21B  We don't know anything about long-term "effects" from these injections. So many have

already died.
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zark42
Joined On 8/23/2021 2:58:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wonderful article. Can someone explain difference between relative and absolute risk of the vaccines? I like  the statement that we are

vaccinate those that dont need it, but when vaxxed they still transfer covid just like those who are unvaxxed. What is the beneJt to those

older than 70?
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dachsbartsyahoo.com
Joined On 8/22/2021 3:09:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our tyrant governor in Maine has mandated "vaccines" for all healthcare workers and EMS.  I am scared. Is the J and J vaccine just as

dangerous as mRNA shots?  I don't want either but I will lose my 31 year career as a nurse.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My question is what to do if you fail this D-Dimmer test? Do you need blood thinners? Will natural blood thinners be the way to go? I work

in Health Care and 50% of the sheep took the 2 shots no questions asked.We are up to 80% if they are to be believed and that is due to

illegal mandates.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

take proteolytic enzymes on empty stomach.  I alternate with Serrapeptase, Nannokinase and Lumbrokinase. WIll never take the

clot shot but have always taken these enzymes as they gobble up foreign proteins that shouldn't be there. Research.  Pretty

amazing. :-)
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know how to save the comments for these articles?   Some of these blogs are really quite long with very good commentary.

 They should be saved with the articles.
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Copy and paste into your notes.  I do this alot.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Open all the comments before the article is removed. Then save articles, refs and comments as a PDF on IBooks if your device has

that feature. If it doesn’t then just copy and paste all comments into an email or word document and save it on your devuce.
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tried to open the comments and use Printer Friendly to save as a pdf and was refused due to censorship!!!!!
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montmorency
Joined On 10/28/2011 9:11:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure about phone/mobile device, but on PC/laptop, open the comments and "print" the webpage, but save it as a PDF. (I got

this from another commenter elsewhere). It seems to work for me. The exact way you save it as a PDF may depend on your printer

SW interface.
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lfetter61gmail.com
Joined On 6/28/2021 8:36:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tried downloading the Rapid Virus Recovery. The Jle won't open. Anyone else have issues?
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angiemelzer
Joined On 3/14/2012 2:43:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had same trouble. I had to save as a pdf, in my drive, then go to adobe and open.  I had trouble on my phone but Jgured it out on

my PC. It's quite a read. Toxic Teeth too.
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kacouch
Joined On 1/6/2011 9:54:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have vaccine regrets. I am immune compromised , having three autoimmune diseases. I got vaccinated in March this year. I was fearful

that I might not being able to Jght off the virus if I contracted it. I never get shots, vaccines ect…. But I guess the fear of the unknown at

the time convinced me to get the jab.  I now have remorse and I am wondering what if anything I can do to support my body from the

effects of the vaccine?
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arunge
Joined On 12/20/2020 12:33:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

" You have three autoimmune diseases meaning you have clearly not paid any attention to good health/healthy eating advice over

the years."  Not necessarily true.  Autoimmune diseases are not only caused by poor eating choices.  It's good that you've changed

your mind.  Do the best you can to stay as healthy and informed as possible now.  I was vaccinated as a child and I grew up on a

diet of non-nutritious foods given through the welfare/Medicaid system.  I had no control then, but I do now and I am as healthy as

ever and I recovered very quickly from Sars2.  Good luck to you.
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mushyp3a
Joined On 11/23/2009 12:39:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola has posted advice about what to do if you have the vaccine and someone above has reposted this, if you hunt for it.

Good luck.
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One can have autoimmune diseases for any number of reasons. It is not 'clear ' at all Watsanandco that there was poor eating

involved. On the other I am not sure what caused your  seemingly arrogant judgemental behaviour...
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leaniebeanie
Joined On 8/22/2021 10:04:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question: what are the clinical indications of ADE/PIE?
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rho8977
Joined On 3/15/2017 3:07:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My thoughts; is it possible or even make sense to keep trying for a new “vaccine” that actually work! The constant variants and ongoing

jabs are simply confusing. They rushed the current one so now can it be tweaked? Does this make sense. Since the rollout of these

vaccines, they kept things on a roll like that was it! No tweaking , more testing, no way of Jguring out what else might work! No they want

to keep jabbing with the same stale shot. Really!
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riptiz
Joined On 6/1/2010 5:36:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately it isn’t possible to get Ivermectin in some countries, I’ve looked online, not sure where else to look, certainly not my GP. If

 anyone in the UK knows please let me know.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi RIPTIZ. This pharmacy sells in the UK: www.unitedpharmacies-uk.md/Stromectol-Ivermectin-3mg-4-Tablets-p-730.h..  This

website sells all over the world: www.sigmaaldrich.com/ES/es/product/sigma/i8898?gclid=CjwKCAjwyIKJBhBPE..

 www.sigmaaldrich.com/ES/es/services/support/bulk-quotation-request
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People in Japan are getting it sent from India.  Also, I believe it can be had through America's Frontline Doctors website.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

alldaychemist will work with you on currency exchange.  See if it is still legal to sell ivermectin in India.  I know they said it would

be outlawed. Ask compounding pharmacies if they sell it.  Ask who prescribes it.  If so, get a referral to a doctor who prescribes it.

Ask thru the grapevine for doctors prescribing it.  Family run health food stores are often well-informed. Also consider this.

 homeopathyplus.com/.../novus-cv-usa
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Why and how COVID 19 AND RELATED DISEASES RESPOND WELL TO HIGH-DOSE VITAMIN C. I am grateful to the Japanese

Society for Orthomolecular Medicine for their kind permission to post this video in English for you to see and share. “

vimeo.com/.../4a7ce05e1a
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Wenonah02
Joined On 7/25/2020 8:00:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Animal feed stores. Used as horse wormer -  Have used for my horses - but maybe there is a different strength for human

treatment. I wouldn't take it (horse wormer) myself  and maybe there are other additives - and wouldn't advise - as animal strength

dose could be very dangerous, I take strong green tea with Jnely chopped fresh ginger root + squeezed lemon juice. Stops me

getting cold and _u. Don't have the _u jab . either. - and never get colds either in spite of travelling on crowded trains. The thing is: -

don't wait for the virus to 'get' you. Take numerous preventative measures. You will end up healthier anyway - which is a bonus!

Best of luck!!!
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

riptiz I had to get horse Ivermectin in UK, Jnding no other sources, but there was an online group that were using it (some time

back) with no side effects. I think they took the equivalent of 10mg from a 600mg paste, often mixed in a small tub of yoghurt. You

can try to get Vectin (apple _avour!) from Hyperdrug. It says 18.7mg per gram on my packet.  You will be asked to describe the

'horse' from a list of weight and height. Just choose averages.   Since I keep mine for extreme emergency only I can't tell you more.

 I'm currently using Quercetin and Zinc at the Jrst sign of any _u/cold symptoms.  (how come we didn't know about these useful

antivirals previously - being only offered the option of a hit and miss '_u jab' at local health centres? Well, we know, of course!)

Comments would be appreciated from anyone here who has been forced down the path of using vetinary Ivermectin.
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psgoodwin
Joined On 8/18/2006 5:12:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can get direct from India online.....from around  $20 US for 100 x 12mg plus that much again or more  for post.    I had to set

up payment through a online payment company called Wise, I will be trying to avoid using Paypal ever again anyway, after they

have withdrawn service from many truthers. I think I just googled Ivermectin India, heaps came up.
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joa3842
Joined On 10/7/2020 10:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I ordered from India on July 21.  Still waiting.  I checked tracking.  Should have it by August 24, so it takes a month.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have used 1% Ivermectin liquid for heartworm prevention in my dogs from local farm/feed store...The dose is .1cc per 10lbs body

weight so I use .9 cc (ml) for a 90 lb dog, by mouth every month..or (2cc for a 200lb man). A 1cc (ml) graduated syringe w needle

is used to draw out the desired dose. I would not hesitate to use it if necessary. The prescriptive nature of obtaining common

substances is a ploy to increase revenues for the bloated pharmonopoly...
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

riptiz btw I recommend Jnding a review for any of the suppliers recommended.  One found in Canada some weeks ago turned out

to be based in India and was taking payment but forwarding nothing.
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Guillermou, Thanks very much for the UK link for Ivermectin. Can you remember what is the recommended dose for

covid/in_uenza treatment please? Thanks very much, Kev
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about other de-wormers like Pancure-C, with Fenbendazole? Would that do the same thing as Ivermectin?
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JeanneWV
Joined On 7/13/2010 8:42:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is an antidote to the vaccine and the vaccine shedding according to some doctors and it is readily available and often free.

The symptoms of graphene oxide poisoning and covid are similar, including pneumonia, loss of taste and smell, leading some to

 theorize that they are one in the same. Graphene oxide has been found in commercially made masks and the swabs used to

administer the PCR test. And of course, in the jab, which is <95 % graphene oxide. So the more frightened one becomes, and the

more they wear masks, get tests and ultimately, the shot, the more likely they are to have graphene poisoning or, as it is commonly

called, COVID-19.

The antidote to graphene poisoning is a drug called Suramin. Oddly, it is also, like Ivermectin,  a drug used primarily for parasitic

diseases in African countries. It is used for sleeping sickness and river blindness to mention a couple. Suramin is a derivative of

pine needles. Fortunately, one can get a therapeutic dose by drinking pine needle tea, which is made by simply steeping pine

needles in boiled water for 10 mins and drinking it.  If you have a pine tree in your backyard, you're golden. It is probably better than

the drug because it is the natural form. It is also available on the internet. Pine, spruce, cedar, and Jr are all good, but if you are

sourcing it from the woods avoid yew, hemlock (well, of course) and there are others.

Some sources: ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/07/28/graphene-oxide-the-vector-for-..  ~

ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/08/09/conJrmed-graphene-oxide-main-..  ~

ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/05/06/pine-tea-possible-antidote-for..  ~

holisticgear.com/suramin-the-covid-vaccine-antidote-as-per-dr-judy-mik..  ~ katrinah.com/graphene-oxide-part-1  It was debunked

by "fact checkers" so that is a good sign.
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for these links, Gui!  In case this may help others, I use the 'snipping tool' to copy and paste my 'favorite' responses (like

this one with such helpful info) into word docs saved on my computer for later reference. I'm not worried for myself as I've always

been a bit of a health maven (already knew to supplement with quercetin, zinc, D, etc.), but I'm considering purchasing some

ivermectin to have on hand for loved ones who have taken the jab.  I am sick with worry about the warnings of massive

autoimmune disease potentially looming for those who took the jab. Heartfelt thanks to all who post here!!
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m in the US but my husband and I were both prescribed Ivermectin by our functional Dr. most compound pharmacies will Jll it. We

did not go to our local hometown compound pharmacy because they required the Dr to indicate it was speciJcally for COVID

diagnosis. They stated it’s a law in our stateI but we were able to get it at a local Walgreens. I believe they were requiring the COVID

diagnosis because many Doctors like ours will prescribe it as preventative. We all know “they” don’t want anything available to

prevent COVID so more people will be likely to get the jab.
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very helpful, thinkinmama!  Thank you!
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MelloDii
Joined On 4/14/2020 8:34:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try  https://www.alldaychemist.com   They ship to the US and France, not sure about UK though. Good luck!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/23/2021 10:25:55 AM
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riccirak
Joined On 5/18/2019 9:01:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is just frightening. What happens when you start using blood from a vaccinated source? Has anyone researched that yet?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 5:49:10 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If they Jnd someone donated healthy blood, I wonder who actually gets Jrst dibs?!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 7:00:34 AM
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have some questions about what Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi said in one portion of the above video transcript. Here is that portion: (My

questions are introduced in all caps beneath the quotations.) "And that's why when the virus enters the body of a 17-year-old, who has not

any preexisting illness, the virus is not going to kill that man or woman.  It cannot. We are immune. And in fact, this is the good news.

There have been papers appearing in June that have collectively shown that, indeed, our immune system already knows this new virus

and is already trained in combat with this virus. And this is absolutely clear and conclusive that evidence is there and anyone can go and

read those papers that have shown that the response to vaccination. If you're vaccinated today, the immune system immediately

responds by throwing out the antibodies that everyone wants. They are already in the treasure trove of the immune system. Plus the killer

lymphocytes that you need in case the virus gets to the lung. And that is that. In fact, because these papers have been published, we now

know that the narrative that this virus is new and therefore dangerous because the immune system cannot recognize it is a lie. It's wrong."

TROUBLE UNDERSTANDING THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES (taken from the above quote): "And this is absolutely clear and conclusive that

evidence is there and anyone can go and read those papers that have shown that the response to vaccination." The sentence seems to be

incomplete! ALSO HARD TO UNDERSTAND IS THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE: "If you're vaccinated today, the immune system immediately

responds by throwing out the antibodies that everyone wants. They are already in the treasure trove of the immune system." WHAT IS

MEANT BY "throwing out the antibodies"? Does he mean to say that the immune system is PRODUCING those antibodies?  Would

someone please clarify what Dr. Bhakdi is intending to say in the above indicated sentences?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/6/2021 1:24:20 AM
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

¿¿¡¡ Todos los comentarios publicados corresponden al 22 de agosto !!??

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/5/2021 11:14:06 AM
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holbr148
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:31:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone have any good info or know something about this D-dimer test that is being discussed in these last few articles. Is it

something that is accurate in assessing unusual clotting or higher than usual clotting in one’s body

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 7:29:21 AM
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

holbr148 - according to Charles Hoffe, MD, the D-dimer test needs to be done between 4-7 days after having had one of these

mRNA "vaccines".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 11:13:28 AM
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ahh the drug industry paid freaks .... beware the arrests are ongoing ...some 2.5 Million plus worldwide  ... it won't stop until every

purveyor and supporter of this mass killing exercise called mainstream medicine within deep state that has held power over peoples

since 1871  ... is done with! Connect the dots with the child abuse ,traicking and Adrenochrome all on an International scale .... it is all

on the same level ., pushed by the same people ! Support the mainstream medicine and you support child traicking ... who do you THINK

operates on stolen children to get that Adrenochrome ... its beyond sick!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 3:59:40 AM
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Steve that evil is beyond what we can even comprehend but I do not believe 'mass arrests' are taking place.  The only thing

that I foresee happening is 1) God intervening/ Christ's return  2) Revolution when the blind try to force vaccinations on the

unwilling.  I am not looking forward to it but those who do the bidding of the elite will Jnd themselves in hell when all the armed

Americans they try to force into FEMA camps Jght back.  Look at the statistics of how many Americans armed themselves during

this staged psyop.  They aren't fooling around.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/22/2021 6:11:58 AM
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What this really means in life is that those who purvey these dangerous pharmaceutical cocktails , who dictate lockdowns ,masks etc ...

are mass murders the like of which we thankfully don't see to often ... and certainly not on this scale ! Tomorrow (23rd August 2021) Bill

Gates goes on Tribunal ...after his arrest the military raided most of his properties .... seized computers , papers including a 300 page

document called 'How to Rule the World ' ... his properties and assets have been 'appropriated and frozen !Gates owned substantial share

holdings in ALL the major ( and not so major) drug companies ! Now Gates along with Dr Fauci and others are implicated in a massive

killing spree over decades  .... do read the new book simply called Dr Fauci' by Robert F Kennedy Jr ... even I was shocked as to what that

person has allegedly been involved in .... he KNEW all along that most of the treatments and drugs offered by mainstream medicine ...

were not legitimate and would never heal  yet it made them $ billions! They have simply been depopulating on a huge scale !
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hredwood
Joined On 3/13/2021 1:05:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tomorrow (23rd August 2021) Bill Gates goes on Tribunal... do you have any resource links for this info above. I tried looking but

comes up saying its not true.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Though Steve is not entirely off base, I believe he gets a lot of his info from a spoof site called Real Raw News. A better

approximation of what may be happening can be found in the work of Clif High. This video is an hour long, but well worth the time.

odysee.com/.../Clif-HIgh-Next-Level-Woo-:f
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